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FOREWORD

This work was conducted within Exploratory Development Task Area
ZF55.521.021.03.01, Motivation and Productivity Assessment. One of the
objectives of this task area is the identification of variables which affect
motivation and productivity. The objectives of this effort were to identify
predictors of first-term enlisted attrition, to determine the relative
influence of various individual and organizational factors on attrition
over time, and to determine why Class "A" school personnel hAve lower at-
trition rates than apprentice school personnel. The results of this study
are intended for use by Navy managers responsible for developing initiatives
and experimental projects for countering attrition.

Appreciation is expressed to Dr. Sam Landau, Dr. Gary Kissler,
Dr. Earl Jones, and Dr. Robert Penn for their helpful suggestions and
recomendations.

A shorter preliminary version of this study was presented at the national
meeting of the American Psychological Association in August 1977.

DONALD F. PARKKER
Commanding Officer
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SUMKARY

Problem

Attrition rates for first-term male enlisted personnel 'increased from
30 percent during 1971 to over 40 percent in 1977; and desertion rates,
from 14 per 1000 in 1973 to 32 per 1000 in 1977. These increasing rates lead
to increased recruiting and training costs and reduced orgar.izational effec-
tiveness, as well as a shortage of eligible career replacements.

Purpose

The purposes of this research were:

1. To identify personal and organizational factors that are predictive of
first-term enlisted attrition and to determine the relative effect of pro-
service (e.g., ability and test scores) and in-service (e.g., expectations
of the first duty assignment) variables.

2. To determine the impact of various individual and organizational factors
over time.

3. To determine why Class "A" school personnel have lower attrition rates
than apprentice school personnel.

Approach

Subjects included all male enlisted personnel (both "A" school and apprun-
tice school persunnel) entering the Navy in November 1976 (N w 4845). Thes
personnel are participating in a long-range study to determine the effects of
a voluntary release option on attrition. About half (N w 2322) were designated
as experimental subjects--that is, they had an option to separate immediately
from the Navy during the first 6 months of active duty or by giving the Navy
6 months' notice after that tims. The remainder (N - 2523) were designated
as control subjects.

Experimental and control personnel who completed recruit training were
administered a Recruit Background Questionnaire (IRBQ) designed to measure
various personal and organiLzational variables. Experimental group personnel
who chose to separate from the Navy completed an Exit Questionnaire (EQ).
Finally, after experimental and control personnel had completed about 7
months' active duty, they completed a Fleat Questionnaire (FQ). Responses
to these questionnaires were analyced to determine differences between ex-
perimental and control subjects. aud between those who att4rte (attrta--e) aMd
those who did not (nonattrites).

Results

Results during the first year of this study indicated that attrition
was significantly higher for exWerimental personnel than for control group
personnel. Attrition was also higher for general detail apprentice per-
sonnel then for Class "A" school personnel. The existence of a separation
option itself, combined with the absence of a preventive counseling program
designed to reduce attrition, strongly influenced separation in the experL-

mental group. Separation decisions were related to preservice demographic
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characteristics, family and home problems, attitudes toward the Navy formed
during recriiit training, and to in-service discrepancies between expectations
and experiences. To some degree, the work environment explained more
variance for later separation decisions, while individual characteriatics
explained more variance for early separation (i.e., separatlon within the
first 6 months). Identification of the relative importance of individual
and organizational factors, was limited by the fact that personnel vere
followed up for only 1 year.

Conclusions

1. Attrition appears to be a function of both preservice characteristics
and in-service experiences.

2. Separation decisions appear to be affected by the interaction or
congruence between the individual and the Navy organization.

3. Although apprentice and Class "J" school personnel separated for
the same general reasons, the nature of the shipboard work environment
may have a stronger influence on apprentice group attrition.

Recommendations

1. Procedures should be developed to provide entering recruits with
realistic information about the 'Navy.

2. Entry Navy jobs should be restructured to meet the changing expec-
tations of enlisted personnel.
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INTRODUCTION

Problem

With the establishment of the All-Volunteer Force (AVF) in 1973, the
military services shifted from a conscription system to one that relied
upon the enlistment of volunteers. As a consequence, military manpower
planners face the problem of recruiting sufficient numbers of qualified
personnel to man Navy ships and support systems without the pressure of
the C:aft. Although recruiting quotas have largely been met, concern has
recently shifted to attrition occurring prior to completion of the 4-year
contractual active duty obligation. Attrition rates for first-term male
enlisted personnel have increased from 30 percent during 1.971 to over 40
percent during 1977; and desertion rates, from 14 per 1000 in 1973 to 32
per 1000 in 1977. These increasing rates lead to increased recruiting and
training costs and reduced organizational effectiveness, as well as a
shortage of eligible career replacements.

Background

Traditionally, research aimed at prediction of attrition has focused
upon individual characteristics such as age, years of education, and ability
test scores. This approach ignores the possibility that dynamic factors
such as working conditions, organizational experiences, and supervisory
practices may have more impact upon attrition than static personal or bio-
graphical characteristics. If the research to improve selection and reten-
tion of personnel is to be effective, more comprehensive research models,
particularly interactive models, must be developed, A comprehensive theory
of organizational attrition must address characteristics of% (1) indivi-
dual enlistees (abilities, educational background, personality traite, needs,
and expectations of Navy life), (2) job factors (feedback, autonomy, variety),
and (3) larger work environment factors (organizational structure, perceived
organizational climate). Attrition is a complex phenomenon that can be
best examined with respect to interrelationships among these factors.

Social scientists have traditionally debated the relative importance
of individual characteristics and environmental properties as determinants
of organizational behavior (Lichtman & Hunt, 1971; Bowers, 1973; Ekehamuer,
1974). An overview of research concerning organizational behavior in general,
and turnover in particular, will show that some researchers try to under-
stand such behavior by focusing on personal characteristics; and others,
by focusing on organivational characteristics. Increasing disenchantment
w•th on,-aIdd- and nor.ativt approaches to attrition, however, has led to
an interactive approach, which posits that employee capabilities, needr,
preferences, and expectations are not necessarily static in nature; rather,
they may be influenced by organinctional experiences. Moreover, the current
resiarch trund is away from a utl.,irLate and static model of organizational
behavior towards a model that speciiics behavior as a function of both in-
dividual and environmental characteristics. As suggested !jy Schneider

1National economic conditions also influence attrition, but such factors
are beyond the control of the naval organization and are not considered in
this report.



(1976), for example, the properties of organizations, rather than the indi-
vidual attributes of personnel, may be the important data in predicting,
understanding, and controlling attrition.

A discussion of psychological constructs hypothesized to be related to
enlisted attrition is provided in Appendix A. The purposes of this review
were: (1) to discuss and develop a theoretical approach that may luad to
a better understanding of attrition, and (2) to provide a rationale for
understanding why specific constructs were included on questionnaires
developed to study enlisted attrition. This review focused on individual
and organizational characteristics hypothesized to be related to enlisted
satisfaction and attrition. Nonmilitary factors such as problems at home,
while important deteri,,inants of military attrition, were not reviewed.'

Based on the findings of this review, the conceptual model presented
in Figure 1 was developed for use in understanding attrition. The need for
such a model has been suggested by many investigators (Ronan, 1973; Goodstadt
& Glickman, 1975; Sinaiko, 1977; Hand, Griffeth, & Mobley, 1977; Lou, 1978).

Purpose

The primary purposes of the present research project were:

1. To identify predictors of first--term enlisted attrition, and to
determine the relative influence of various individual and organizational
factors upon that attrition. An important unresolved issue is whether
attrition is largely a self-selection process, determined primarily by
a recruit's attitudes toward the Navy organization and way of life before
entry into service, or whether attrition is more strongly influenced by
his experiences after entering the Navy.

2. T- determine whether the impact of various individual and organiza-
tional factors on attrition shifts as a function of time in the Navy.
More specifically, whether the work environment accounts for more variance
in later attrition decisions, and individual characteristics, for more
variance in early attrition decisions.

3. To determine why personnel designated for Class "A" school have
lower attrition rates than those assigned to apprentice training.

2The reader is directad to several excellent recent reviews that have
focused on military attrition (Goodstadt & Glickman, 1975; Sinaiko, 1977;
Hand et al., 1977; Kissler, in press). The present literature review, how-
ever, is directed more toward studies abstracted from the non-military at-
trition literature.
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METHOD

Subjects

All enliste5 male nonprior service (NPS) personnel entering the Navy
in November 1976 (N - 4845) served as subjects in this study. This inc2uded
both thcse who were slated to attend apprenticeship school, which is intended
to prepare personnel for general detail (GENDET) Fleet assignments, and
Class "A" school, which is designed to prepare them for higher-level tasks
uuder an occupational rating.

It should be noted that these male November 1976 accessions are partici-
pating in a long-range study to determine the effects of a voluntary release
option on attrition, performance, and disciplinary records. In the first
report concerning this study (Guthrie, Lakota, & Matlock, 1978), subjects
were all enlisted male NPS personnel entering the Navy in January and February
1976 and who were slated to attend apprenticeship school. Class "A" school
personnel were not included. During the last week of apprenticeship training,
the January accessions--designated as the experimental group--were told that
they had been selected to participate in a program to study the effects of a
voluntary release option. Under this program, experimental subjects could
employ the option to be separated immediately during the period between com-
plftion of apprenticeship training and 181 days of active duty. After that
time, they could request voluntary separation by giving the Navy 6 months'
notice. The February accessions--the control group--had no such option.
Two years after enlistment, 73 percent of the experimental group had attrited,
compared to 48 percent of the control group. Further, 81 percent of the ex-
perimental group had received honorable separations, compared to 36 percent
of the control group; and 2 percent had deserted, compared to 17 percent
of the control group.

In the present study, about half of the November accessions (N - 2322)
were designated as experimental subjects; and the others (N - 2523), as
control subjects. As in the earlier phase, experimental subjects could
choose to be separated immediately during the first 181 days of active
duty or by giving the Navy 6 months' notice after that time. However, per-
sonnel attending Class "A" school were required to pay back the training
time they had completed.

Measures

Recruit Background Questionnaire 1*

The 131-item Recruit Background Questionnaire (RBQ) (Appendix B)
was administered to all subjects who completed recruit training during
January 1977. The RBQ was developed especially for this phase of the volun-
tary release program, and was designed to measure the constructs listed
below.

1. Dame• raphic characteristics (Items A-K). These items were in-
cluded to obtain data on background, years of education, grades achieved,
etc.

/ 5_5



2. Preservice attitudes (Items 1-44). These items were included
to assess subjects' preservice attitudes toward jobs, school, and the Navy.
Item 17, which asked subjects whether they would use an option to get out
of the Navy if one were provided, was included because it has been shown
that expressed intent can be used to predict subsequent behavior (Kraut,
1975; Aobley, Hand, & Logan, 1977).

3. Expectations (Items 45-66). These items covered expectations

of supervision, working conditions, recognition for good performance, the
work its-zIf, etc. during subjects' first duty assignment. Responses were
to be made on a 5-point scale ranging from "definitely will not happen"
to "certainly will happen." These items were developed based on results
of studies conducted by Dunnette, Arvey, and Banas (1973) and Hoiberg and

Berry (1976).

4. Organizational climate (Items 67-96). These items, which were
selected from the Management Audit Survey (Ellison, Abe, Fox, & Coray,
1976), were included to obtain subjects' opinions on policies, practices,
morale, and fairness at the Recruit Training Command (RTC) where they re-
ceived recruit training. RTC climate perceptions were measured on 11
dimensions, fairness of management, delegation of authority, supervisory
effectiveness, innovational climate, performance feedback, promotion ,ppor-

tunity, downward communication, upward communication, morale, coworker
cooperation, and operational efficiency.

5. Achievement needs (Items 97-105). These items concerned high
school experiences and were selected from an achievement motivation question-
naire developed by Iiermans (1970).

6. Locus of control (Items 106-112). These items were a subset
of Rotter's Internality-Externality (I-E) Locus of Control Scale (1966).
They were selected because they were shown to be highly correlated with the
total I-E score (Robinson & Shaver, 1973). Individuals who score on the
internal end of the scale perceive themselves as having some control over
events occurring in their lives; and those who score on the external end,
as having little control.

7. General living conditions (part of organizational climate) (ltems
113-120). These items, which were selected from a questionnaire designed
by LaRocco, Pugh, and Gunderson (1977), were includea to obtain subjects'
perceptions of living conditions at the RTC.

Exit Questionnaire

Experimental subects who elected to voluntarily separate from the
Navy were required to complete an Exit Questionvaire (EQ) (Appendix C).
The latter 108 items of this 155-item questionnaire concerned respondents'
re :ions to their first duty station. Thus, they were completed only by
those experimental subjects who decided to leave the Navy after they had
reported to their first duty station assignment. Psychological constructs
addressed by the EQ are discussed below.

i. Aspects of Navy life (Items 1-25). Subjects were presented
with a list of 25 aspects of Navy life and asked to select the five that

6



most influenced their decision to leave the Navy and to rank them in order
of their importance. They were also asked to briefly describe their main
reason for leaving.

2. Expectations (Items 26-47). These items covered the same topics
as the expectation items in the RBQ. They were included to provide a measure
of how well subjects' expectations of Navy life had been met.

3. Organizational climate (Items 48-92). These items were similar
to those assessing organizatianal climate in the RBQ. However, they referred
to the policies, practices, morale, and perceived fairness at subjects'
first duty station rather than those at the RTC. Also, additional items
were included to assess subjects' satisfaction *'th pay, training effective-
ness, and planning and administrative policy.

4. Job characteristics (Items 93-145). Characteristics of the job
performed by subjects at their first duty assignment were tueasured using a
modified form of the Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) described by Hackman and
Oldham (1975). The JDS measures the following:

a. The scope of an existing job on each of five core dimensions--
skill variety (SV), task identity (TI), task significance (TS), autonomy (A),
and feedback (F). Using scores obtained on these five dimensions, a summary
score that reflects the job's overall motivating potential--that is, its
Motivating Potential Score (NPS)--can be generated;

(SV + TI + TS)) xAzF- AS

b. 7 a current level of internal work motivation and satisfaction

of employees on the job.

c. The level of growth need strength (GNS) of employees.

5. General living conditions (Items 146-155). These items were
identical to those included in the RBQ, except that they were intended to
obtain subjects' perceptions of living conditions at their first duty station
rather than at the RTC.

Fleet Questionnaire

In May 1977, when experimental and control subjects still in the Navy
had completed about 7 months' active duty, they were requested to complete
an 80-item Fleet Questionnaire (FQ) (see Appendix D). This questionnaire was
designed to provida a basis for comparing perceptions of Navy life held by
experimental and control subjects, as well as attrites and nonattrites.
Constructs this questionnaire had in common with the EQ are listed below.

1. Organizational structure and shipboard experience variables. Nine
introductory items were included to obi:ain information on respondents' type
of duty station, training background, primary job duties, intentions toward
completing enlistment, deployment status, rating, group status (control vs.

±~muut..l), and perception of job performance.
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2. Expectations. Eight items were included to provide a measure
of how well subjects' expectations of Navy life had been met.

3. Organizational climate. Twenty items were included to assess
respondents' perceptions of policies, practices, morale, and fairness at their
first duty station.

4. Job characteristics. Ten iters were included to assess the five
core dimensions (skill variety, task identity, task significance, autonomy,
and feedback).

5. General living conditions. Seven items were included to obtain
subjects' perceptions of living conditions at their first duty station.

The Recruit Background Questionnaire (RBQ) was completed by 4310 per-
sonnel--2009 experimental subjects and 2311 control subjects. The Exit
Questionnaire (EQ) was completed by the 636 experimental group attrites.
Finally, the Fleet Questionnaire (FQ) was completed by 1288 personnel--619
experimental subjects and 669 control subjects.



RESULTS

During the first year of the study, 636 (27.4%) of the 2322 experimental
subjects elected to separate from the Navy, compared to less than 10 percent
of the 2523 control subjects. Table 1, which provides information concerning
experimental group attrites, shows that attrition was considerably higher
for those assigned to apprentice school than for those assigned to "A" school
(38.3 vs. 23.8%). Also, over 73 percent of the attrited grou.i separated
during the first 6 months; and over 65 percent, during school training.

Table 1

Attrition of Experimental Group Members During First Year

Apprentice School Class "A" School Total

Item Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Attrition Rate

Attrites 222 38.3 414 23.8 636 27.4

Nonattrites 358 61.7 1328 76.2 1686 72.6

Total 580 100.0 1742 100.0 2322 100.0

Time of Attrition Within Attrited Groups

Before 6 mos. 156 70.3 309 74.6 465 73.1

After 6 mos. 66 29.7 105 25.4 171 26.9

Total 222 10010 414 100.0 636 100.0

Training Scage Within Attrited Groups

During school
training 121 54.5 294 71.0 415 65.3

After some fleet
experience 101 45.5 120 29.0 221 34.7

Total 222 100.0 414 100.0 636 100.0

9V



Predictors of Enlisted Attrition

Preservice Variables

The RBQ was the instrument used to measure preservice variables and
RTC experiences. Thus, a number cf analyses were conducted on R7BQ items to
identify predictors of attrition. These analyses included; (1) an item
analysis, (2) a series of three stepwise multiple regression analyses based
on individual item responses, and (3) regression analysis based on RBQ
factor scores.

For the item analysis, the 2009 experimental subjects who completed
the RBQ were divided into a key construction group (N - 1340) and a cross-
validation group (N - 669). A computer program (KEYCON) was used to con-
trast the percentage of attrites and nonattrites within the two groups
who endorsed each item alternative. The difference between percentages was
used as an index of item effectiveness, and was used to compute biserial
correlations for both groups. The overall validity of the RBQ for predicting
attrition in the key construction and cross-validation groups was .324 and
.314 respectively. The majority of the most valid RBQ items assessed
respondents' background, career intentions, preservice attitudes, and expec-
tations. Items assessing ability test scores, marital status, years of
education, perceptions of RTC organizational clia•te, and general living
conditions at the RITC contributed little toward prediction of attrition.

The first stepwise multiple regression analysis was performed using
50 items. It was based on individual responses to 48 items assessing demo-
graphic or attitudinal characteristics, and overall scores on the nine achieve-
ment need items and to the seven locus of control items. The multiple cor-
relation (R) between these items and attrition was .351, which accounts for
12 percent of the variance in attrition. Items that directly assessed
attitudes toward staying in the Navy were the most effective predictors of
attrition. These included items on intentions to use an option to separate
from the Navy if it were available, to reenlist, to make the Navy a career,
and items on whether or not family problems would interfere with enlistment
plans. Demographic items traditionally used to predict turnover were not
strongly related to attrition, and generally did not enter into the equation.
These items included those assessing ability test scores (r - -. 03), size
of home town (r - -. 02), high school grades (r - .06), yuarý of education
(r- "-.07), and number of times suspended or expelled from high school
(r - .09). When a separate analysis was performed using these five items,
the multiple correlation between them and attrition was only .112.

The second stepwise multiple analysis was conducted using responses
to the 60 items deal.ing with expectations (N - 22), erganizational climate
at the RTC (N - 30), and general living conditions at the RTC (N - 8). The
multiple correlation between these items and attrition was only .223, which
accounts for relatively little of the variance in attrition.

The third multiple analysis was conducted using the 50 most valid
items or scales from the preceding two analyses. Of these items, 27 assessed
preservice attitudes; 18, expectations, organizational climate, or living
conditions; and 3, demographic characteristics (ability test scores, high
school grades, and years of education). The remaining two reflected the

10



overall response to the achievement and the locus of control items. The
multiple correlation between these 50 items and attrition was .360, which
accounts for 13 percent of the variance in attrlti n. The 20 items that
contributed most to this correlation are listed in Table 2.3 Since the
results of these three multiple regression analyses were not crous-validated,
they should be interpreted with some caution.

Finally, the 50 most valid RBQ items were subjected to a principal
component factor analysis. Components with eigenvalues equal to or greater
than 1.00 were rotated by the varimax procedure. The following five factors,
which account for 81.4 percent of the total variance, were identified:

1. Expectations associated with the nature and content of Navy jobs
at the first duty assignment (43.4%).

2. A nonmilitary factor related to home and family considerations
that may interfere with completion of the first enlistment (12.6%).

3. Navy career and job benefits relative to civilian job benefits
(11.5%).

4. Educational experiences and gene:al ability (8.0%).

5. Achievement needs (5.9%).

The items contributing to these factors are shown in Table 3.

These five orthogonal factors were then used to calculate individual
factor scores. A stepwise multiple regression analysis performed on these
five factor scores yielded a multiple correlation of .306 between them and
attrition. The simple correlations between factor scores and attrition
were .07 for expectations, .23 for home/family considerations, .07 for
Navy career/job benefits, .20 for educational experiences/ability, and
.10 for achievement needs. This particular analysis maximizes psychological
understanding of preservice and RTC experience variables related to attrition.

3An attempt was made to determine if the RBQ was more effective in pre-
dicting attrition among some enlisted personnel subgroups. Separate multiple
regressions were conducted using the same selected 50 RMQ items to predict
attrition among nonhigh school graduates (N - 552) and high school graduates
(N - 1457). The multiple correlation between RBQ items and attrition for
nonhigh school graduates was .424 and the multiple correlation for high
school graduates was .317. These results, while interesting and suggestive
of a differential relationship, need to be cross-validated.
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Table 2

Multiple Regression Sumaary Table
(Best Combination of Items)

Item Entered r R R2

I. If I had the option to get of the
Navy any time 1 wanted to, I would use
it. .256 .256 .066

2. If my family needed me back home, I

would have to get out of the Navy. .193 .278 .078
3. 1 expect to see some of the world

before I leave the Navy. -. 161 .294 .087

4. The Navy offers me a chance for a
career. -. 164 .305 .093

5. Years of education. -. 074 .310 .096

6. My chances for advancement encourage me

to reenlist in the Navy. -. 186 .315 .099

7. Shipmates will help each other to give
their best efforts. -. 003 .320 .102

8. Shipmates will be friendly and easy to
talk to. -. 056 .323 .105

9. Number of people (crowded-uncrowded). -. 070 .326 .107

10. 1 could handle any problems at home and
still stay in the Navy. -. 172 .329 .109

11. My company commander usually makes a
real effort to look for and reward new
ideas and suggestions. .019 .332 .110

12. Before I joined the Navy, I had my own
room and plenty of privacy. .065 .335 .112

13. I have already decided what my career is
going to be. -. 084 .338 .114

14. 1 could get a good civilian Job any time
I wanted to. .052 .340 .115

15. 1 cannot stand to do petty jobs like
dishwashing and cleaning. .028 .342 .117

16. 1 would be happier in the Navy if I
could sLay close to home. .146 .344 .118

17. Needs for achievement. -101 .346 .120
18. I almost always know what is expected

from me in myv job assignment. -. 064 .347 .121

J9. People in my company are strongly en-

couraged to develop new ways of
doing things. .U29 .348 .121

20. I do not mind waiting for what I

want. .116 .349 .122

12
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Table 3

Summary of RBQ Items
(Varimax Rotation)

Factor Loading

Factor I.Klntrinsic Expectations)

1. To get a feeling of accomplishment. .70

2. To have adequate chances for advancement. .66

3. To get recognition for good work. .61

4. To have a significant and important job. .57

5. To be treated fairly. .55

6. To have a good and worthwhile experience. .52

7. The Navy will have a real interest in the welfare and morale
of me and my shipmates. .50

8. People will be proud of the Navy. .44

9. To feel motivated to contribute my best efforts to the Navy. .44

10. Supervisors will be friendly and easy to talk to. .40

Factor 11 (Home Considerations)

1. Tf my family needed me back home, I would have to get out of
the Navy. .58

2. I would be happier in the Navy if I could stay close to
home, .49

3. I could handle any problems at home and still stay in the
Navy. -. 46

4. I was very unhappy about leaving home for the first time. .46

5. If I had the option to get out of the Navy any time I wanted
to, I would use it. .43

6. Nothing is more important to me than a pleasant home and
family life. .42

Factor III (Career/Job Benefits'

1. My time in the Navy will give me a chance to become more
mature and self-reliant. .55

2. The Navy ofters me a chance for a oarser. .52

3. I expect my Navy job to be more interesting than jobs I
could get back home. .46

4. Navy jot, benefits (vacation, health cars, and retirement)
are better than I could get iK a civilian job. .45

Factor IV (Educational E xperiencai

1. What were your grades in high school? -. 61

2. I liked school very much. .54

3. Years of education, .48

4. Ability test scores. .45

Factor V (Achievement Needs)

1. Neds for achievement. .51

2. Even if things are not going my way, I keep trying until I
succeed. .47

3. The main goal in my life is to make the most of my abilities. .43

4. What I want most in life is to have a challenging and exciting
job. .43
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In summary, these three types of analyses consistently demonstrated
that approximately 10 percent of the variance in attrition was accounted for
by RBQ constructs. Although validity figures are consistent with those of
previous attrition studies, predictive validities between RBQ construcLs
and attrition are not particularly impressive. Attrition appeared to be
more a function of preservice attitudes and/or experiences in recruit train-
ing than of demographic characteristics, achiev#,nent needs, or perceptions
of organizational climate at the RTC. However, it should be noted that,
since the RBQ was administered after recruit training, there is no way of
knowing whether these attitudes were held before training, resulted from
RTC experiences, or both.

In-service Experiences

A number of analysei were conducted in an attempt to gain an under-
standing of how attrition was affecLed by post-ETC experiences. These analyses
are described in the following paragraphs.

Expectations vs. Experiences. The purpose of the first analysis
was to determinc the degree to which the expectations of experimental group
attrites and nonattrites had been met. For the attrites (N s 636), this
was achieved by comparing their responses to the expectancy items in the
Exit Questionnaire (EQ) with their responses to the expectancy items in the
RBQ. Results are provided in Figure 2, which shows that, for virtually
every item, there was a significant discrepancy (p < .01) between their
expectations of their first job assignment and their actual experiences.
The largest discrepancies appear among items related to employee utiliza-
tion (e.g., recognition, feelings of accomplishment), and the content of
the entry job itself. Attriti:s reported relatively less disillusionment
with Job context factors, such as supervisory/coworker relationships and
working conditions.

As indicated previously, 619 experimental subjects completed the
Fleet Questionnaire, which was administered alter about 7 months of active
duty. Thus, their responscs to eight expectancy items in the FQ were compared
with their responses to the eight identical items in the RBQ. (Other FQ
expectancy items were not- similar enough to those in the RBQ to allow direct
comparison.) Results are also provided in Figure 2, which shows that there
were significant discrepancies (p < .01) between expectations and experi-
ences for seven of the eight items, the only exception being an item con-
cerning shlpmatct will be friendly and easy to talk to.

While the discrepancies between expectations and experiences were
relatively larger 'Vor attrites than for nonattrites, it is clear that both
groups had very high and, perhaps, unrealistic expectations of Navy jobs,
supervision, and ,zwards. These expectations were not confirmed for either
group, rusulting ii. feelings of disillusionment.

In a sepuaiate an:alysis of IRBQ/EQ responses, the expectations and ex-
periences of experimental subjects who separated in "A" or apprentice school
(N - 415) were compared to those who separated after having some Fleet experi-
ence (N - 221).. Although initial expectations for both groups were similar,
those who separated after some Fleet experience reported significantly

14



Strongly Do0 Not St rungiy
Disagree Dis~gree 1"now Agr.~e Agree

1. The Navy will make uso, of AM
my individual talents

2. To have a uignificant and E.
important Job

3. To get is feeling of ac-
complishment

4.. To enjoy the vork itself4

5. To get recogaition forE
good work

6. Supervisors will let me 4
know how well. I an doing

7. To have adequate charnces (sa& b43I
for advancement A ~~

8. People will be proud of *-5.t Lt..' -Fc.tt.I1e
the Navy (= A by RK'

9. To make work-related ".. IQ) 4
decisions on my own

10. Supervisors will help people
to work together as a team

11. Regi.latione will ba clearly 4
understood by people

12. The Navy will have a real

in1terest inthe welfare .
end moral of am and uty
shipLates

13. To have conliderice and '
trust in my shipnaes~

14. To feel motivated to con-
tribute my beet efforts to
the Navy

15. Shipmates will help each
other to give their beet4

16. To have good working %;un-
ditions

17. To have something dif-
ferent to do every day

13. To have a good and worth-

while exporionce

19. Supervisors will back up
the people who work for
them

20. To be treated fatrly

21. Supervisors will be
friendly and. easy to
talk to

22. Sixipmatea will be friendly
and easy to talk to L_______________________

Strongly Do Not. %Errngly
Disagree Diaa~rse Knonw Agree Agree

Figure 2. Discrepancies between expectations of first jbaegen n
experisnnea of experivieital group &ttrilea (No assi6nmend anon
attritee (N - 619).
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lower (p < .01) met expectations and larger discrepancies than school attrites
on 12 of 22 expectations items. The majority of these items related to the
job itself, fairness of treatment, and use of individual talents on a signi-
ficant and meaningful job. For a significant number of individuals, dissatis-
faction was due to the job itself as on-the-job experience was gained.

Factors of Navy Life Influencing Attrition. On the EQ, experimental
group members who elected to separate from the Navy (N - 636) were asked to
identify the five aspects of Navy life that most influenced their separation
decision, and to rank those five aspects in order of their importance.
Table 4, which lists those aspects rated as most influential, shows that,
overall, attrites were most influenced by family or personal problems,
general dissatisfaction with Navy life, lack of freedom and independence,
and dissatisfaction or lack of interest in the entry job. However, when
responses of school attrites (N - 415) were compared with those of Fleet
attrites (N - 221), it was found that Fleet attrites were less influenced
by family or personal. problems, and more influenced by dislike or lack of
interest in Navy jobs, fairness, and living conditions. Thus, it may be
anticipated that, the longer personnel remain in the Navy, environmental
and/or job-related reasons for attrition will continue to increase in im-
portance, and personal factors, to decrease.

Experimental group attrites were also asked to state the main
reason for their decision to separate. Categorized examples of reasons
given are provided in Appendix E.

Influence of Job Characteristics. Job characteristics were assessed
on the EQ and the FQ by a condensed version of the Job Diagnostic Survey
"(JDS) (Hackman & Oldham, 1975). On the EQ, this section was completed only
by those who attrited after having some Fleet experience (N - 221).

Table 4 shows that 15 percent of the Fleet attrites rated dislike or
lack of interest in their job as the primary reason for their attrition. An
additional 1.3 percent rated this reason as the second most important factor
influencing their separation decision. Table 5, which provides scores
obtained on the JDS measures by a normative sample, experimental Fleet
attrites, and experimental nonattrites (i.e., those who completed the FQ),
sheds some light on the nature of these work variablLs. As shown, Fleet
attrites were generally less satisfied with job scope dimensions and levels
of satisfaction/motivation and growth need strength were lower than the
normative sample and nonattrites. Work described as requiring minimal skill
and as lacking in intrinsic worth (e.g., chipping paint, cleaning compart-
ments, and pcrforming mers duLy), or as involving general deck force duties
may lead to low satisfaction and internal work motivation, especially for
apprentice school personnel who generally are assigned to lower-level, ship-
board tasks. When the effects of limited job scope and complexity on general
satisfaction and internal motivation on Fleet attrites were examined, it
was found that the Motivating Potential Score (MIPS) correlated .34 with
internal motivation and .50 witb satisfaction (p < .01). To some degree,
then, jobs perceived as lacking intrinsic value are associated with job
dissatisfaction and lack of Internal motivation.
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Since responses related to the nature of the work itself contributed
to the separation decisions of Fleet attrites, it is hypothesized that they
will continue to influence attrition rates for experimental subjects who have
not attrited. To test this hypothesis, an analysis was made of experimental
subjects' responses to an FO item on intentions of completing enlistment.
Table 6, which provides a complete breakdown of responses to this item,
shows that 292 (47.2%) of the experimental subjects reported that they did
intend to complete their first enlistment; and 85 (13.7%), that they did
not. When JDS measures determined for members of these. two groups were
cnmpared, significant differences (p < .01) were found on four of the five
job core dimensions: skill variety, task identity, autonomy, and feedback.
MPS scores were then computed for the two groups based on their core dimension
scores. Results showed that the overall MIS score for experimental subjects
who planned to complete their enlistment was 111.60, compared to 62.28 for
those who did not (p < .01). While it is difficult to identify cause and
effect relationships from these data, it is clear that those who do not in-
tend to complete their enlistment report significantly lower job scope
and internal motivation. These data are consistent with those indicating
wide disparencies between expectations and experiences (Figure 2).

The Separation Option. Responses to the FQ item on intentions of
completing enlistment were also used to determine whether the separation
option itself had an effect on attrition. As shown in Table 6, a much
higher percentage of control group subjects (who had no such option) than
experimental group subjects reported that they definitely intended to com-
plete their enlistment (70.0 vs. 47.2%). Also, a much higher percentage of
Class "A" personnel than apprentice school personnel definitely planned to
complete their enlistment (62.6 vs. 41.5%).

These findings indicate that attrition will be very high for ex-
perimental group apprentice personnel. These individuals not ouly hapv
an option to separate but also are often assigned to a job that does not
meet their initial expectations, Thus, there is reason to suspect their
attrition rate will approach that reported by Guthrie et al. (19t8) in the
first phase of this study (i.e., 73% after 23 months). Since initial as-
signments of "A" school experimental subjects may afford more opportunities
fcor e;trinsic and instrinsic rewards, their attrition rate is likely to be
lower than that for experimental group apprentize personntl. However,
because of the separation option, it should be higher than that for control
group "A" echool personnel.

in summary, then, it appears that the existence of the voluntary
separation option does influence attrition. Further comments supporting
this conclusion appear in Appendix E.

Organizational Climate and General Living Conditions. Perceptions
of organizational climate and general living conditions at the RTC were
assessed by the RBQ; and perceptions of organizational climate and general
living conditions at the first duty station, by the EQ (for attrites) and
the FQ (ior nonattrltes).
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It is interesting to note that, for both groups, perceptions
of organizational climate and living conditions were significantly lower
for the first duty station than for the RTC. On the EQ, experimental
attrites who had had some Fleet experience (N - 221) rated the shipboard
environment significantly lower (p < .01) than the RTC environment on super-
visory effectiveness, climate for innovation, morale, and delegation of
authority. On the FQ, experimental nonattrites (N - 619) rated the ship-
board environment significantly lower (p < .01) than the RTC environment on
fairness of management, climate for innovation, morale, and operational
efficiency.

A comparison of REBQ responses made by eventual experimental attrites
and nonattrites showed very little difference in their perception of organiza-
tional climate and general living conditions at the RTC. The only excep-
tion was responses to the items concerning opportunity for promotion,
which was more positively assessed by nonattrites. However, a comparison
of ZQ and FQ responses showed that the perceptions of attrites were sig-
nificantly lower than those of nonattrites on 3 of the 11 Fleet organiza-
tional climate measures (i.e., supervisory effectiveness, ctworker coopera-
tion, and training effectiveness) and two Fleet living condition measures
(i.e., crowdedness and privacy).

Although perceptions measured by the RBQ were not effective predictors
of attrition, they were useful in understanding the longitudinal impact of
organization-wide factors on personnel anC in comparing perceptions of eventual
attrites and nonattrites. It is hypothesized that measures of organizational
climate aboard ship will exert a stronger influence on attrition over time.
To illustrate, on the FQ, experimental subjects who indicated they planned
to complete their enlistment (N - 292) had significantly higher (p c .01)
perceptions of organizational climate measures than did those who 1ndicated
they did not plan to complete their enlistment (N - 85).

Organizational Structure Variables. Finally, the influence of a
number of organizational structure variables on attrition was assessed.
It was found that variables such as type of job and division to which
"assigned had an effect on separation decisions, as well as job scope per-
ceptions. On the :Q, 121 (55.6%) of the 221 experimental subjects who
attrited after having some Fleet experience were in deck or engineering
divisions. Attrition was considerably lower in the other shipboard
divisions, Also, 71.9 percent (N - 159) of these Fleet attrites described
their initial job as involving lower-level tasks such as mesa duty, chipping
paint, and compartment cleaning, compared to only 20.3 percent (N - 126)
of experimental subjects who responded to the FQ.

The type of job hLId also had a significant effect on JDS scores.
For example, the average MPS score of experimental attrites wbo were as-
signed to deck force jobs was 43.62, compared to 69.03 for those who were
assigned to higher-level clerical or mechanical jobs (p , .01).
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.Imact of Individual and Organizational Factors on Attrition Over Time

It was hypothesized that (1) the longer personnel remained in the Navy,

the more influence that organizational factors would have on attrition,
and (2) early attrition (i.e., that occurring within the first 6 months
of active duty) would be more strongly related to preservice individual
characteristics than to organizational factors.

To evaluate the relative influence of individual and organizational deter-
minants, experimental group attrites were divided into two groups: those
who attrited within the first 6 months (N - 465) and those who attrited
after 6 months and before 1 year (N - 171) (see Table 1). A multiple
regression analysis was then performed, using group identification as the
dependent variable; and RBQ items, as independent variables. The multiple
correlation obtained was .37, indicating that the RBQ items could be used
to separate early from late attrites. Items concerning whether family
problems would interfere with enlistment plans, ability test scores, and
years of education contributed most to this correlation; those dealing
with organizational factors measured at the RTC (e.g., perceptions of
organizational climate) were relatively weak predictors of attrition over-
time.

The reaions given for separation by experimental subjects who attrited
after some I'leet experience tended to differ from those given by those who
attrited while in school. Also, results showed that discrepancies between
job-related expectations and experiences were larger for Fleet attrites than
for school attrices. However, analyses based on RBQ items alone did not
indicate that the relative importance of individual and organizational
factors shifted as a function of time in service. Although overall results
suggest an interaction between these factors and time, the present study
was limited since it concerned only that attrition that occurred over a
1-year time period. A more adequate test of the hypothesis requires (1)
a longer period of time, and (2) a continued focus on responses to FQ and
EQ items. As indicated previously, the RBQ measured organizational climate
perceptions at the RTC; and the EQ and FQ, at the first duty assignment.
Thus, the latter are more relevant for measuring the effect oforganizational
climate on attrition and the relative effect of organizational and preservice
individual characteristics upon future attrition.

A partial test of the shift over time of organizational and individual
variables was made based on experimental subjects' responses to the MQ item
concerning intention to complete enliotent eTable 16). In ths analysis,
the dependent variable was their intention to complete enlistment, and the
predictors were their:

1. Perceptions of organizational climate at first duty assignment (FQ).
2. Perceived entry job characteristics (FQ).
3. Navy experiences at first duty assignment (FQ).
4. Years of education (RBQ).
5. Ability scores (R&BQ).
6. Other demographic characteristics (RBQ).
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Results showed a multiple correlation of .52 between enlistment inten-
tions and FQ items. The most effective predictors were itemv concerning
(.) feelings of accomplishment (.38), (2) work enjoyment (.37), (3) division
morale (.28), (4) downward communication (.18), (5) job autonomy (.24),
and (6) skill variety (.22). RBQ items were not related tcj enlistment in-
tentions. While these results suggest a shift between individual and organ--
izational factors and attrition over time, the RBQ items ard FQ ivems ahould
be compared as to their ability to predict future attrition. At the time
of this report, only 10 percent of experimental group subjects who completed
both the RBQ and FQ had separateU.•

Apprentice vs. Class "A" School Attrition

As shown in Table 1, during the first year of this study, 38.3 percent
of apprentice school personnel attrited, compared to 23.8 percent of Class
"A" school personnel. It was suspected that a combination of individual
characteristics (e.g., years of education and ability test scores) and in-
service factors associated with training and on-the-job experiences influenced
these differential separation rates. However, as iihown in Table 4, the aspects
of Navy life that influenced separation decisions made during Lschool training
(N - 415) were similar for those assigned to apprentice and to "A" school.
Thus, experimental personnel who decided to attrite after some Fleet experi-
ence (N - 221) were separated as to school attended, and a comparison was
made of aspects influencing separation decisions of apprentice and "A" school
graduates (101 and 120 respectively). Again, aspects influencing separation
were similar for both groups.

An examination of responses of apprentice and "A" school attrites to RBQ
items concerning expectations of the first job assignment (N - 22 items)
showed that both groups had high expectations concerning that assignment.
The overall average scores, based on a 5-point scale, for apprentice and
"A" school attrites were 3.82 and 3.88 respectively. Next, as before, the
Fleet attrites were then divided into apprentice and "A" school graduates,
atud their reported experiences (on the EQ) were compared. Although appren-
tice personnel tended to report that they had less significant jobs and that
they enjoyed their work less than did "A" school personnel, group differences
were not statistically significant. JDS scores for the two groups were also
compared; results showed that apprentice personnel tended to report lower
perceptions on job scope dimensions and had a lower overall MPS. Again,
differences were not significant.

4A recent study provided a direct test of the ability of FQ and RBQ
items to predict attrition in the experimental group (Lau & Landau, 1978).
Of 619 experimental members who completed the FQ, 96 (16%) had separated
by the 18th month of the voluntary separation study. Results showed a
multiple correlation of .51 between PQ items and attrition behavior. The
best single predictor was enlistment intentions measured by the FQ Lr -
.48); other organizational factors such as climate perceptions, Navy ex-
periences, and job complexity were significantly related to attrition behavior,
while demographic RBQ characteristics were not. This recent study strongly
supports the hypothesis that the relative importance of individual and
organizutional factors shifted as a function of time in service.
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As indicated previously, results obtained by analyzing responses of
apprentice and "A" school graduates to the LQ indicated that the nature
of the work itself, and causes of separation decisions were similar for
both groups. However, when responses of apprentice and "A" school per-
sonnel--from both experimental and control groups--to the FQ were examined,
a different picture emerged. As shown in Table 7, the perceptions of ap-
prentice personnel were significantly lower (p < .01) than those of "A"
school personnel on 22 of the 31 variables listed. The largest discrepancies
between the two groups were found in training effectiveness, growth satisfac-
tion, and experiences associated with the entry job itself. Also, 44.6 4
percent of apprentice personnel reported that their job involved lower-level
activities, compared to 16.2 percent of "A" school personnel. As noted
earlier, these organizational climate and job perceptions were significantly
correlated with intentions of completing the first enlistment.

It is hypothesized that organizational factors will continue to influence
separation decisions throughout the first enlistment period. However, both
experimental and control groups Dwst be continually monitored to determine
the causes of differential attrition rates.

I

I
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Table 7

Fleet Questionnaire Responses by School Status

School Assigneda

Apprentice Class "A"

(N - 236) (N - 1052)

Item X SD X SD

Organizational Climate

Fairness of management 2.77* 1.21 3.14 1.05
Supervisory effectiveness 3.24 1.18 3.42 1.03
Climate for innovation 2.76 1.13 2.92 1.02
Downward communication 3..9 1.15 3.48 1.05
Upward communication 3.02 1.22 3.15 1.09
Morale 2.36* 1.18 2.81 1.17
Coworker cooperation 2.93* 1.29 3.33 1.07
Training effectiveness 2.93* 1.35 3.55 1.04
Operational efficiency 3.16 1.14 3.31 0.97

Job Characteristics

Skill variety 3.47* 1.89 4.41 1.85
Task identity 4.63 1.69 4.86 1.41
Task significance 4.91 1.71 5.25 1.57
Autonomy 4.41 1.81 4.63 1.58
Feedback from the job 4.45* 1.67 4.90 1.46
Motivating potential score 85.10* 39.72 109.81 41.81

Affective Responses

Pay satisfaction 3.70 1.72 4.02 1.74
Growth satisfaction 3.67* 1.97 4.48 1.81
Growth need strength 5.77* 1.34 6.08 1.19

Navy Experiences

People worked with 3.73* 1.19 4.00 0.90
Use of talents 2.30* 1.18 2.66 1.21
Chance for advancement 3.35* 1.18 3.66 1.00
Feeling of accomplishment 2.94* 1.30 3.36 1.18
Credit for good work 2ý80* 1.23 3.25 1.11
Enjoy the work itself 2.61* 1.27 3.11 1.21
A significant job 2.85* 1.37 3.44 1.26
Feedback from supervisors 2.98* 1.28 3.36 1.16

Living Conditions

Odor 2.49* 1.09 2.86 1.09
Noise 2.08* 1.27 2.46 1.35
Size 2.19* 1.26 2.51 1.33
Number of people 2.13* 1.29 2.53 1.33
Privacy 1.82* 1.18 2.14 1.29

aIncludes both experimental and control group members.

*p < .01.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Relative Impact of Individual and Organizational Factors on Attrition

The first objective was to determine the degree to which first-term en-
listed attrition was the result of individual and organizational factors.
Specific RBQ constructs related to voluntary separation included expecta-
tions associated with the nature of entry Navy jobs, a nonmilitary factor
related to home problems that might interfere with completion of the firat
enlistment, Navy job benefits relative to civilian job benefits, educational
experiences, and needs for achievement. Behavioral intentions to complete
the first enlistment, however, were the most effective predictors of separa-
tion.

It was reported that expectations of the first Job assignment as
assessed by the RBQ were unrealistically high at the conclusion of recruit
training. When faced with the reality of organizational conditions and
policies, both attrites and nonattrites reported significantly lower per-
ceived experiences than expectations. The largest discrepancies were found
on job content factors related to employee utilization (such as recognition
and feelings of accomplishment) and factors inherent to the entry job it-
salf. Discrepancies were especially pronounced for personnel who separated
after some on-the-job Fleet experience. The majority of Fleet attritas
reported that their jobs had included lower-level tasks such as mess duty,
chipping paint, and compartment cleaning. Since enlisted personnel are
often motivated to join the Navy to receive job training, unconfirmed expec-
tations associated with entry job duties appear to be related to job satis-
faction and to separation decisions.

Analysis of JDS scores from the EQ Jndirated that the realities of the
entry job sharply clashed with the expectations that separated personnel
had regarding interesting and challenging work, and that job characteris-
tics were significantly correlated with reported satisfaction and internal
work motivation. Of particular importance was the finding of significant
FQ differences on perceived job complexity between experiment1 coup per-
sonnel still on active duty who intend to complete their first enlistment
and those who did not. In a partial test of the relative influence of
individual and organizational factors upon separation inten,:ions, if was
suggested that both job characteristics and unfulfilled expectations, as
well as perceptions of the organizational climate of the first duty assign-
ment, would influence future attrition decisions. Biographical haracteris-
tics were not related to behavioral intentions.

In addition to significant decreases on the part of attrites to items
measuring expectat'ons, a variety of other longitudinal changes were reported.
Fleet attrites rej Jrted significantly lower climate perceptions of super-
visory effectiven.us, climate for innovation, division morale, and delega-
tion of authority, as well as lower scores on a number of general living
conditions (e.g., privacy). It was concluded that these perceptions were
useful in understanding the longitudinal impact of organization-wide factors
upon attrition, and suggested human resource areas in need of management
attention.
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The factor that may have had the single most important effect upon
attrition was the separation option itself. During the first year of the
study, 27 percent of the experimental group elected to separate compared
to less than 10 percent of the control group. Seventy percent of the
control group still on active duty intended to complete their first enlist-
ment, compared to only 47 percent of the experimental group. There is
little question that the separation option itself when not combined with
effective job and caraer counseling programs designed Lo control attrition
among experimental group personnel will continue to result in high turnover.
Given the combination of a job which offers minimal opportunities for
psychological growth and satisfaction, the high unfulfilled expectations
that enlisted personnel have regarding Navy life, and the existence of an
option to separate, there is reason to expect that turnover will continue
to be high for experimental group personnel.

Due to the complex nature of enlisted attrition, a wide variety of
individual and organizational factors must be used to predict, understand,
and control attrition. Although the nature of work itself as well as other
organization-wide factors have a significant impact upon separation
decisions, other important situational factors that influenced satisfac-
tion and turnover included family or personal problems back home, perceived
lack of freedom and/or fairness of the military justice system, and living
conditions.

Impact of Individual and Organizational Factors on Attrition Over Time

The second objective was to determine whether the relative impact uf
individual and organizational determinants of attrition differed for per-
sonnel who separated during the first 180 days and those who separated
after some on-the-job Fleet experience. 1t was hypothesized that the
longer personnel remained in the Navy, the more important the work environ-
aent would become.

While it was possible to use IUBQ responses to separate early from late
attrites, organizational factors measured at the RTC were not strongly
related to time of attrition. As measured by the EQ, however, there were some
indications that reasons for separation differed for early versus late
attrites, and larger discrepancies were found between expectations and
organizational reality for later (Fleet) attrites. A partial test of the
hypothesis that the relative influence of individual and organizational
determinants would shift over time was based upon FQ responses from active
duty experimental group personnel. This analysis indicated that organiza-
tional characteristics were significantly related to intentions of completing
the first enlistment while biographical characteristics were not. it is
likely that job and organization-wide factors will exert more influence
in future Fleet separation decisions, but support for this hypothesis requires
more than one year of time to elapse. Fleet Questionnaire and Exit Question-
naire responses collected at the first duty assignment, as well as relatively
stable demographic and personality needs assessed by the RBQ, should be com-
bined to predict attrition over the duration of the study.
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Apprentice vs. Class "A" School Attrition

The third objective was to determine the reasons for differences in
attrition rates for personnel attending Class "A" schools and those assigned
to apprentice training. It was reported that apprentice personnel generally
lack a high school education, are unlikely to qualify for "A" school train-
ing, and are more likely to be assigned to low-level. entry jobs on-board
ship.

Although attrition rates were considerably higher for apprentice person-
nel, there did not appear to be differences between initial expectations of
the two groups, nor larger disciepancies between expectations and experiences.
It was found, however, that apprentice personnel were often assigned to less
challenging or more routine jobs in the deck force or engineering division
when they reported to their first duty station. They tended to report
somewhat lower JDS scores, but differences were generally not statistically
significant. On the basis of Exit Questionnaire responses, it was concluded
that both apprentice and Class "A" school personnel experience similar dis-
illusionment with the nature of the naval environmer.t and the work to be
performed. An analysis of Fleet Questionnaire responses, or, the other hand,
disclosed a large number of significant differences which were related to
school status. These differences included perceied climate and living con-
ditions, job characteristics, and, for apprentice personnel, larger discre-
panties between expectations and experiences.

Continued monitoring of both apprentice and Class "A" school personnel
is needed to demonstrate why apprentice attrition rates are higher. There
is, however, a variety of information suggesting that both groups have
overly high expectations regarding competent supervision and an interesting
Job. These expectations influence the initial adjustment of personnel to
their training and to their jobs, Since expectations are quite high, they
appear to strain the adjustment of both groups when faced with the reality
of organizational conditions. If new recruits are being assigned tasks so
trivial that they are not challenged and are frustrated in terms of oppor-
tunities to use individual abilities, opportunities for advancement, and
enjoyment of the work itself, sharp disenchantment, job dissatisfaction,
and high rates of attrition will be the likely result regardless of school
status.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Two general strategies to reduce turnover are proposed. The first
involves providing the recruit with realistic information about the entry
job. Findings were presented indicating that first-term enlisted personnel
who join the Navy with inflated expectations are likely to separate. In
the present study, both attrites and nonattritcs experienced large discre-
pancies between expectations and experiences, particularly on intrinsic
factors associated with the nature of Navy job duties and responsibilities.
Therefore, it is strongly suggested that recruiting personnel provide re-
cruits with a realistic picture and candid information about Navy life.
They should be made aware of the fact that the early stages of their
career may involve simple and tedious duties of prolonged work and mess
cooking. They must understand that, because if the complexities inherent
in any large organization and of the wide range of leadership capabilities
of persons within that organization, they may encounter obstacles and
frustrations. These organizational realities should be reemphasized during
recruit training and before Fleet experience, particularly for apprentice
school personnel. Career planning programs could be designed to help close
the gap between naive expectations and the entry job assignment to improve
the fit between individual beliefs and the organizational setting. These
procedures might soften the "reality shock" that is often experienced by
firat-term enlisted personnel, and decrease disillusionment which may pre-
cipitate separation decisions.

The second strategy involves restructuring of jobs to meet the changing
expectations of personnel, without decreasing performance. FindLigs of this
study showed that many entry Navy jobs were perceived to be low on 14oti-
vating Potential Scores. As indicated by the psychological literature,
such jobs are often associated with low internal motivation and satisfac-
tion. Experimental studies designed to improve the motivation and produc-
tivity of enlisted personnel through job enrichment should be conducted.
A set of specific implementation concepts to guide actual job changes might
include forming natural work units, opening feedback channels, combining
fractionalized tasks to form new and larger modules of work, and increasing
responsibilities and controls formerly reserved for higher level personnel.

Not all Navy jobs can or should be enriched, and enrichment will not
lead to high internal motivation and lower attrition among all entering
personnel. Unrealistic expectations associated with the nature of Navy
jobs, however, can either be modified through realistic job previews or
fulfilled through job enrichment studies in controlled experimental set-
tings. These procedures would match jobs and personnel, and enhance the
congruence between personal characteristics of entering recruits and organ-
izational characteristics. The effect upon these relationships of contingency
variables such as rate (i.e., specific job functions), division, or type of
ship should also be investigated. Organizational commitment could be increased
by providing training experiences that lead to challenge and responsibility,
and by placing personnel in meaningful entry job assignments where their
personal goals can be met and their psychological needs satisfied. Where
job enrichment procedures are not feasible, alternatives might include job
mobility or experimental job rotation programs. These strategies, if feasible,
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would appear to be particularly promising for enhancing job performance and
lowering attrition among personnel assigned to apprentice training.

Specific proposals to reduce enlisted attrition are:

1. Introducing counseling programs for low satisfaction groups (e.g.,
personnel in the deck force or engineering divisions) to determine how
the Navy could deter them from separating.

2. Using comprehensive and more effective personnel classification
and placement systems designed to match individuals and jobs.

3. Using GS employees or contractors as alternative sources of man-
power for certain jobs.

4. Providing more effective skill enhancement training or shorter tours
for personnel assigned to apprentice school.

5. For personnel who separate because of legitimate personal problems,
a short furlough combined with professional counseling.

Although this report has emphasized the importance of organizational
factors upon separation decisions, programs designed to reduce attrition
must incorporate a wide variety of strategies to reduce attrition rates.
These include strategies designed to attract and identify qualified personnel,
effective classification and assignment of personnel in order to match indi-
viduals and jobs, and more general programs designed to improve leadership,
living conditions, and the quality of Navy life. No single intervention is
likely to be effective, and a systemic approach that focuses on the multi-
variate nature of attrition is needed. To reduce attrition, the Navy may
have to adapt to the changing orientations of recruits, and, to the degree
possible, individualize entry jobs to accommodate those personnel with high
expectations of challenge and supportive supervisory styles.
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INDIVIDUAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

HYPOTHESIZED AS RELATED TO ATTRITION

Individual Characteristics

Biographical Data

In general, biographical data does relate to attrition and, when
combined with ability test scores, are of value in improving prediction of
military turnover (e.g., Plag & Goffman, 1967; Guinn, Johnson, & Kantor,
1975). Some biographical characteristics, however, are confounded with in-
service experiences; for example, p rsonnel who lack a high school education
are unlikely to qualify for "A" school training and are more likely to be
assigned to low-level jobs in the Fleer.

Schuh (1967), in reviewing a large number of studies relating job
tenure to various predictors, found that job satisfaction and biographical
data variables were most predictive of tenure. In a more recent review
of the turnover liter-aure, Ronan (1973) concluded that situational vari-
ables, such as supervision, job experiences, and expressed job satisfaction,
were generally more effective predictors than biographical characteristics.
Taylor and Weiss (1972) drew the same conclusions. Goodstadt and Glickman
(1975), in a review of the ci rrent status of enlisted attrition, questioned
the assumption that the individual enlistee is the primary cause of attri-
tion, and emphasized that such factors as the organizational environment,
leadership conditions, and the quality of work life often were not assessed.

Personal biographical data, however, provide relatively superficial
descriptive information, and predictive validities of such data are often
based upon the factoring of criterion-valid items developed by an empirical
shotgun approach, largely devoid of both theory and generality (Owen, 1976).
Since turnover is also a function of more proximal perceptions of job and
organizational factors, future attrition research probably should focus
more upon variables that directly influence the individual's organizational
life.

hEployee Expectations

Many studies have pointed to the importance of job satisfaction
as a precursor of separation decisions; however, knowing that an employee
is dissatisfied does not help us to understand why he is dissatisfied.
Porter and Steers (1973) focus upon the concept of met expectations as an
explanatory determinant of satisfaction and turnover. When expectations
are not met substantially, propensity to leave an organization increases.
Porter, Lawler, and Hackman (1975) emphasized that the new employee may
experience a large discrepancy between expectations and organizational
reality in the area of job duties. Most organizations do not attempt,
through job enrichment, to bring job complexity and challenge up to the
level of employee needs and expectations, or to bring expectations down to
the level of the initial job assignment (Weitz, 1956; Wanous, 1973; Ilgen
& Sealy, 1971). Since expectations associated with a job are generally in-
flated, realistic job previews can lower employee expectations to a level
more congruent with the nature of work and organizational practices and
policies.
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Dunnette, Arvey, and &3anas (1973) found that separation was related
to .:harp discrepancies seen by employees between their actual job experi-
ences and their expectations at the time they joined the organization.
To some degree, this may have been created by unrealistic recruiting and
recruiter practices. hoiberg and Berry (1976) had Navy recruits rate their
environment on Len psychological dimensions according to what they expected,
what it was really like, and what they would like it to be. ln couipacing
iaean differences between expectations and experiences, mean discrepancies
increased from very small values during recruit training to relatively
large discrepancies at the first duty station. Expectations were also
related to performance ratings. Facets of the job associated with intrin-
sic factors (e.g., a sense of accomplishment, job interest) were generally
the imajor determinant of satisfaction levels. A number of other empirical
and conceptual studies have emphasized the role of employee expectations
and actual job duties in determining satisfaction and employee turnover
(Berlew & Hall, 196b; Katzell, 1968; Livilngson, 1969; Korman, 1971; Bray,
"Campbell, & Graan, 1974; Wiskoff, 1977; Wanoos, 1977).

Personality Needs

Although personality inventories have generally demonstrated minimal
relaLionships with attrition, two individual difference variables--need [or
achievement and internal-external locus of control--show some promise as
additional predictors of attrition. Unourtunatuly, these variables have
rarely been used in attrition studies.

HIermans (1970) reported significunt correlations between need for
achievement and perfori•unce. Steers (1975a) reported that both effort
and job performance were increased for individuals high in need achievement
when they were allowed feedback on task perforamance or when their per-
formance was measured against clear standards. The same relationship was
not found tor employees low in need achievement. Stecrs (1975b) hypothesized
that a positive relationship would be found between work attitudes and per-
formance for high need achievers and iliac no such relationship would be
found for low need achievers. Other studies have found that need for achieve-
ment moderated the job characteristic-job satisfaction relationship (Stone,
Mowday, & Porter, 1977), job p.erformnance (Steers & Speucur, 1977), and turn-
over (Mowday, Stone, & P1orter, 1976; Lau & Landau, 1978).

The locus of control scale was developed by Rotter (1966) to me.asure
the extent to which individuals feel influe-Lial in their environment.
The term "internal" is used to describe individuals who believe they have
some control over their destiny and wlho perceive contingencies between
actions and outcomes; and the term "external," to those who believe their
destiny is controlled by extrinsic factors. Results of a number of studies
conducted based on the scale have shown that it is a relatively stable pre-
dictor of behavior. For example, Sims and Szilagyi (1976) report that
locus of control ruy be a key moderator of the job characteristic -job satis-
faction relationship; Sims, Sziiagyi, and McKeoiey (1.976), that internal
control employees have stronger expectancy and instrumentality perceptions;
Bruedling (1975), that internals :ire more strongly motivated to work, to
perform better, and to perceive w,,cking hard as being instrumental in
obtaining rewards than externals; and Runyon (1973) and Mitchell, Smyser,
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and Weed (1975), that internals react differently to directive versus parti-
cipatory supervisory styles than externals. Finally, Lau, Pavett, & Seybolt
(1976) reported that internal-external locus of control was an important
individual diffexeauce variable to be considered iii understanding employee
reactions to jobs and supervision.

Organizational Characteristics

Job Characteris tics

Workers today, particularly young ones, are increasingly dissatisfied
with jobs that have little instrinsic cuntent value. They want interesting
and challenging work and have higher job expectations. These evolving
expectations often conflict with the demands, conditions, and rewards of
organizations in terms of challenge and personal growth, power equalization,and intrinsic work rewards (Wild, 1969; Sheppard & Herrick, 1972; Rosow,

1974; Taylor & Thompson, 1976).

Until recently, understanding of hoy job characteristics relate to
individual productivity, lob satisfaction, and turnover has been hampered by
the lack of a theoretical model for measuring job characteristics. The
question of assessing job characteristics was first addressed by Turner and
Lawrence (1965), who developed an operational measure of six attributes
hypothesized to be related to employee satisfaction and turnover. Hackman
and Lawler (1971) conceptualized the interaction between job characteristics
and individual differences and outlined the characteristics of motivating
jobs. Hackman and Oldham (1975, 1976) discussed the development of the
Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS), which was derived from the previous research
of Turner and Lawrence (1965) and Hackman and Lawler (1971). The JDS measures
the following:

1. The scope of an existing job on each of five core dimensions--
skill variety (SV), task identity (TI), task significance (TS), autonomy
(A), and feedback (F). Using scores obtained on these five dimensions,
a summary score can be generated that reflects a job's overall motivating
potential; that is, its Motivating Potential Score (MPS):

SV + TI + TS)( 3 • xAx F-PS

2. The current level of internal work motivation and satisfaction of
employees on the job,

3. The level of growth need strength (GNS) of employees.

A number of empirical studies have investigated the relationship
between job characteristics measured by the ,JDS and employee behavior. The
majority of theme studies have used some form of moderator variable of how
employees respond to these job characteristics. A summary of field and
laboratory studies that have tested an interactive theory of work design is
provided in Table A-l, which shows that, in general, relationships between
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Takble A-i (Continued)

Job Characteristic Dependent
Researchers Instrument Sample Variable Results

ni dl,, livk-ni, JUS CleriCal lobs IsAtL1 iieOf per- sinployros who had strong grouch
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internal dissatisfied with work context.
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end work context satisfaction
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job characteristics and satisfaction are positive. With respect to relation-
ships with job performance, however, the results are more equivocal. Only

one study (Mowday et al., 1976) examined the relationship between job charac-
Leristics and turnover. For high scope jobs, significant negative correla-
tions were found between turnover and employees with high achievement needs.

Finally, a number of studies have considered why job design affects
employee motivation (Herzberg, 1966; Lawler, 1969, .1973; Porter, Lawler, &
Hackman, 1975; Locke, 1976; Schwab & Cuimings, 1976; Hackman & Oldham, 1976;
Sims, Szilagyi & McKemey, 1976). With the exception of lHerzberg (L966),
most theoretical formulations included in these studies have employud an
expectancy theory perspective. Simply stated, results showed that job
characteristics influence internal motivation and job performance when
employees who work on enriched jobs see a relationship between performing
wll and feelings of growth, self-rebpect, and competence. Jobs will be
motivating when they provide, meaningful feedback and self-control, and test
valued abilities.

Organizational Clinmte

Several major literature reviews ol organizational climate have been
conducted (Forehand & Gilmer, 19b4; Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler, & Weick,
1970; Campbell, Bownas, Peterson, & Dunnette, 1974; James & Jones, 1974a;
Hellriegel & Slocum, 1974; Payne & Pugh, 1976). Forehand and Gilmer (1964)
define organizational climate as "a set of characteristics that (1) describe
an organization and that distinguish the organization from other organiza-
tLions, (2) are relatively enduring over time, and (3) influence the behavior
of people in the organization" (p. 632). Utilizat Lon of employee pCrceptions
of organizatiun-wide characteristics (e.g., training effectiveness, perior-
mance feedback, coworker cooperation, supervisory effectLveness) can often
be used to diagnoae human resource management areas most in need of munage-
meat attention. Most researchers utilize a perceptual approachA for measuring
organizational clinmate; that is, climate is measured indirectly via descrip-
tions of various organizational procedures and characteristics provided by
organizational members. Climate is generally conceptualized as a mLacIo,
descriptive, and organizationally-orlented construct (Schneider, 1975a).

Since the Forehand and Gilmer (1964) review, approximately 100
articles have appeared in the psychological literature to, using on con--
ceptual or empirical issues associated with utilization of the construct
(Lam, 1976). Organizational climate-employte behavior studies are summarized
in Table A-2.

Organizational Structure

A considerable number of studies cited below addressed either (1)
the direct impact of structural characteristics (e,g., organizational size,
formalization of rules and routines, organizational level) upon employee
attitudes and behaviors; or (2) the relative influence on employee behavior
of structural and individual characteristics. Results of those studies are
reviewed below.

A number of reviews have focused upon structural characteristics
and their direct relationship to Individual and organizational behavior.
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ft--A nbreskef lrtý'cLs that relatc sieocte variables to Navy rsssiicbansr criteria sre rot citad (e.g.
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ihhie A-2 (toiti benu)

Climate Dtependlent
Researchers ins trument Saumple Variable Rvienlit

Kayzak an-1 Kirk Dimensions of managerial Computer Parformanco of PerfornAnce was affected by organi-
(3968) climate (a.ag , leadurship HiMoiation a model lins astional 1:limate. In cosi ;,ea

style, cost emphasls) (e.g. * profits,. tepioyee-c-oeitred -iactte yli Ied-
sales, group tigher 1),. forirance.
rohes ion)

LaFonli as and Ltiwin and Stringer's Medical Job Silgnificant. reletiolnshlp between
Sims (1975) climate qoestienroire ComplIe x ssrisfactiua; climate aod eatliiAclenLII scores.

and House and Riean's (N1-997) supervisory litebarionghipoi with performotoce
OrganleAtiunal Practices ratitigs at job ranged iroal .09 to .24 Inid, r-..10).
Qoiestintitaaire (OPQ) performance Argumnent noade that satin factionl and

climate relate dilfereotly to
Pt'! I Utealice.

Lawier, Hall, Bipeter adjective- Scientists In Jot, Median correc~iutet oi .2'j beýtween
and Oildham (i97A) sea1na 21 R&tD sitintaact-ion; climate atid job p~rfotnanc. Med iait

,,rganieatluIns rated teciinical correlat-ion of .47 bet~weenu climate-
(N-2915: ietformnirco, and jeb notisfatiortto.

i'eriormnsncs atid
overall job
performa.,oe

Litwin anid fatilpalatlons of ciL~L init 'tperimeoiai J., Dlueeeit Ttyles of lenderiiipStringer (1968) coinditions (author tit an s, sabiljots snlittla-Itin; -rested iifir rent, 1i1,satvs enddemocratic, achie'ving) 19-45) j-e effects 0,-ca outcom measures.
tertorance- A,:tiivittg cliamate, icr essepie,

arue achiev-ment mitivstiu,a
sod led to lKItghr slatilafactfo and

tyon sod Ilai pin and Croft 'si nitt tNor.ne. (N-li); jal, ':I i-tiit dtnioeWerlesecevich (1974) adminisltrative natisfiLoiian foond to ioiiueaeot individual Ion
personinel staeto. CIlmate Pecceptiuits
(8- 19-4) differed tot .ornea sad

admitist. crat.-
Pritchard and fCnePbrii and Pritctiacd Managers. c Climate steegigy related toKarautek (1973) iiete ic(e..E_ (N-76) oa oat o; etisinet ion (mdU e--50). 01ot twoautonomy, stutrjob 11 i cinsitc dimens.ions related

reward, coiwort loecess) P' omtc operiormanr. Regsrdieast of
ratings 1td teitlosi persoitol ity etahract er-

ist ir" (LI'tS), 'igtiiY nopport iv,.
ciLv mats er asoc~isted wit;.
higher Jobeailti.

Schneider and bock climate (egPoelbModertely siitrugrlallnsHail (15/2) supervision efet-ttvne-c, peirste as.iniactie be-tweeni worb climate sudwork clisile~nge, pec~ooteI (11- 371) stiic n
aceeptanee, autonomy)

Schneider and Agency climate 5f0 life Needipoee aredne tclmeSnyder (1975) questionnaire inuace stmtat f peoyenplnt than, mone jo st clismathin

sigeiciesi job saitisfalction mare st-ngip related
(N1-522) satistiastion; tn t areove than cli isiti e Neither

p-rformecc Rstinlartion or I lipidic Were
indices of algency si congly reae t y et inmms.cc
e

t
fectlve....au, dat1.I.

and turnover
Schaeider (1975b) Agency vlImate Lite Tenure; noles Type of orgattizastion afifected thenuestiostinafre insurance relationshbip between tie fit of

agents new agent climate empectatfoina/
(N-91/.) preferenres to tfe agenry or new

agent Successl. Aitheegh inrrelatiens
with crriteria generally net aigntfi-
cant, correlatione iot .17 reperted

tar tature In one organizattonal
snhbgrntip.Waters, ketch, le1leta soiotolyes Ad None of the climate factormed Ratila (197'.) tue ifalpin and Croft's Iii snveit rad~io satisfaction; dimensions and very few ci tbo 12OCLIQ, Litwin sad and TV stntO11 les sIi-reported c-lImlate, scales were rslated toSt Inger's scale, and (N-10--) efftc anid seif-ratings. Results may haveRaisoe and kirno's OPQ itertormancie been irflu,-tieid by dependent
variable reitlng effects.

Rote . A number at stuidIes That rceisre tlimte vat ishles to Navy reenliatment eniteris are rtot cited ol.
Drexler & Boawrs, 1973).
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Porter and Lawler (1965) co3ncluded that organizational level and subunit
size had the strongest relationship to job attitudes, turnover, and Job per-
f-rmance. The impact of structural organizational factors (as a main
tffect) had a stronger effect on job attitudes and turnover than on job
performance. Campbell et al. (1974), which updated the earlier Porter and
Lawler (1965) review, also concluded that size and hierarchical level had
the strongest relationships with outcome measures. Additional organiza-
tional structure reviews have been conducted by James and Jones (1976) and
Cummlngs and Berger (1976) with similar findings.

Herman and Hulin (1972) tested the relationship between structural
and individual characteristics and depenaent measures of job satisfaction.
Results indicated that satisfaction was associated with structural variables
more than individual characteristics (tenure, age, and education). Herman,
Dunham, and Hulmn (1975) reported that individual characteristics accounted
for 9 percent of the variance associated with job satisfaction; structural
characteristics (department and job level), 19 percent; and interaction
effects, 6 percent. Several other studies have indicated that job satisfac-
tion is more highly related to structural than individual characteristics
(O'Reilly & Roberts, 1975; Newman, 1975; O'Reilly, 1977).
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RECRUIT BACXGHOUND QUESTIONNAIRE

UlndeIr th, ,lut hIor IV jf ) tIS(: II)1 . g,n,,ir I ifitirmn t ilon .ibh ! viiy ,
YO Ml ' •|t (;BI Y V0 11 1101110 |ltl , AII.| II !4011z, 11' I "1 {j [11 11)ý:; YLIIl 1I14V halvo doll"'

before you joined Lhu NAVy is requested in ordt, r Lo help the Navy
in its recruitment of sailors. The information provided uy you
will not become a part of your official record. It will be used
for research purposes only, (You are not required to provide this
information.) Social Security Number Is required only to identify
individuals in the event of a follow-up questionnaire. There will

be no adverse consaquences should you elect not to provide the re-

quested information or any part of it.

Directions

i. This questionnaire is not a teat and there are no "right" answers to the

questions. Your answers will be treated in confidence and will be used
for research purposes only. This questionnaire will in no way affect

your tour in the Navy.

2. Take yonr General Purpose OMR answer sheet and turn to the aide marked
with a large, blue "B" and "C." Turn the sheet so that trie heavy dark
lines are at tho bottom of the page, facing you. Use a number 2 soft lead
pencil. Print your name, last name first, in the boxes provided. If your

last name is less than nine letters, leave a blank after your last name,
then use your first name in the remaining boxes as shown in the example

below;

E-XAMPYLL Halbert Rosen

below each box, blacken in the circle that matches the letter of your name
entered in that box. Be sure to blacken each circle competsly. If there
ar, blank boxes, darken the empty circle below the blank box.

LXAM4LE; Right Wrong

AICDIA aCI --
(b0oo --

000000 ®@O0,DA a C D I

3. Complete the following information blocks on your answer sheet:

a. "Social Security No." Write in your Social Security number, and
blacken in th* appropriate circles,

b. "Hale-Female." Blacken in the appropriate circle.

c. "Highest Grade Passed." In the bottom left clorner, indicate the

highest grade of formal school you have completed or passed.

4. Look at tha SPECIAL CODES section of your answer sheet and darken the
circle that matches your answer to each of the following qustilon.,

Note: On the enewer mheets, items read across (item A. Item B, etc., and
the possible responses to each item read down (0. 1, 2. 3. etc.).

SPECIAL CODES

A. What is your Recruit Trainr,ng C. What is your current marital status?

Command? 0. Single (never married)
0. Orlando 1. Married
I. San Disgo 2. "-vvwced

2. Great Lakes 3. Separated
4. Widowed

B. Do you plAn to attend a Class "A"
school? D. Are you a high school graduate?
0. lea. I was guaranteed a Cl,,e 1.. Yes, I have a diploma

"A" school 2. No, I did not finish high

1. Yes, if the option La available school
2. No, I do not plan to attend a 3. I have a GED certificate or

Class "A" school, although I equivalent,

am eligible.

3. No. I Pm not eligible for a

ClaSm 'A" school

"B,-i -I I I I I I l -I - I .. .Ik' l I - l I I I I I I I I T --



SPECIAL CODES (cont inuoed)

Answer questions "E" through "K' in the "SPECIAL CODES" section of your answer
sheec.

E. What. was the size of your home I. - ow many times were you suspended
town? or expelled from school?
0. A farm or a small town (less 0. Never

than 5,000 people) I. Once
1. A town (5,000 - 50,000 peiile) 2. Twice
2. A city (50,000 - 250,000 people) 3. Three times
3. A suburb of a large city 4. More than three times
4. A large city (more than 250,000

people) J. During your last two years of

high school, how often were you
F. Which area of the country are you sent to the office for discipli-

frow? nary reasons?
0. North east 0. Never
1. South 1. S.Ldom
2. Midwest 2. O`ten
3. West

K. What ,were you doing at the time
G. Have you token trade school, corrms- you jtoimed the Navy?

pondence, or other job-related 0. Going to high school
courses of instruction? I. Going to trade school
0. No, I have never taken such 2. Going to college

courses outside of high school 3. Working at a full-timE Job
1. Yen, I have taken one course, 4. Working at odd jobs

but I did not finish it 5. Neither going to school nor
2. Yes, I have finished one course working
3. Yes, I have finished several

courses

H. Whmat were your grades in high% school?
0. A's
1. A's and B's
2. B's
3. 1'a and C's
4. C's
5. C's and D's
6. D's ot below

Turn your answer sheet over so that the large leLLer "A" is facing you. Your
answers to the rest of the questions in the quenstionnaire must be recorded ill
Section A of the answer sheet. There must be no stray marks anywhere on the
answer sheet. 1 you change ant answer. completely erase the original mark.

6. Read each question carefully, then solect the response that best applies
to you. For each item, blacken the appropriare circle (A, B, C, D, or F) on
the answer sheet.

SECTION ONE

Decide how well the staLEments below decr 11,1' ymlr hk r-1111 And e n
toward Jobs, necho,, and the Navy. For each statement, mark your answer sheet
using the tollowing scale:

Strongly Disagree Don't Agree Strongly
Disagree Know Agree

1. 1 would be happier fin the Nsvy if 3. I have already decided whar my
I could stay close to home. career is going to be.

2. I will go back to school after 1 4. 1 expect to see some of the world
get out of the Navy. berate I leave the Navy.
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To answer questions 5 - 44, use the following scale:

Strongly Disagree Don't Agree StronglyDilagree 
Know Agree

5. I would prefer on-the-job training 26, 1 do not expect to be higherto a Class "A" school. than a third class petty officer

6. 1 hava always had trouble getting when I leave the Navy.
along with other people, 27. Nothing Is more iwportant to me

than a pleasant home and family7. School never mattered very much to life.
Ike.

28. I Joined the Navy to travel andS. When I am doing a job I don't like, have new experionces.
it seems to laet forever.

29, Even If things are not going my
9. I plan to re-enlist in the Navy as way, I keep trying until I succead.soon as I am eligible,

30. I cannot take criticism from uther10. I know what I want out of life. people.
11. I like to learn by doing, not in 31. 1 expect my Navy job to be morea clasaroom. 

Interesting than jobs I could get

back home.12. If I had my choice, I would liketo be stationed on a ship overseas. 32. 1 do not mind waiting for what I
want.13. I can only take orders from peopleI respect. 

33. I could handle any probleme at
14. I cannot stand to do patty jobs like home and still stay in the Navy,diihwaahing and cleaning. 34. What I want moat in life is tohave a challenging and exciting15. before I Joined the Navy, I ha4 job.my own room and plenty of privacy.

35. 1 have been an active member of16. I was * leader both in school and youth groups such as the Scouts.
in my community.

36. Navy job benefits (vacation, health17. If I had the option to get out of care, and retirement) are betterthe Navy any time I wanted to, I than I could get in a civilian job.
would use it.

37. If my family needed me back home,18. 1 began smoking cigarettes at an I would have to get out of the Navy.
early38. do not'lke being told what to do.19. I joined the Navy to get job train-Ing I can use when 1 get out, 39. I was very unhappy about leaving home

for the first time.20. I have aiways been able to handlemy own problems. 
40. When I yas in hlih school, my parents

let me be as indepmndent as I wanted21. I could get a good civilian job any to be.
time I wanted to,

41. I'm the kind of person who is going22. Almost all of my friends went to to get ahead in the world.
college.

42. If there were no VA benefits. I
23. 1 need the freedom to control my would not have joined the Navy,

own life.
43. The Navy offers me a chance for24. The main goal in my life is to make a saroor.the most of my abilities.

44. My Lima in the Navy will give ma
25. I liked sohool very much, a chanco to become more mature

and self-reliant.
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SECTION TWO

The following 22 questions ask what you think will happen on your first duty
aassinment. In each question. "your first duty assignment" means the Zirst
Job you will be assigned to after all of your training is completed. To answer
these questions, use the following scale:

A - Definitely will not happen

B - Probably will not happen

C - Don't know if this will happen

D - Probably will happen

E - Certainly will happen

A sample question is given below.

A. To do a great deal of work.

If, for example, you think that this certainly will happen, you would blacken
the space lettered "E" on your answer sheat.

During my first duty assignment, I expect:

45. To feel motivated to contribute 56. People will be pioud of the Navy.
my best efforts to the Navy.

57. The Navy will make use of my
46. The Navy will have a real interest individual talents.

-n the welfare and moxale of me
and my shipmates. 58. To have adequate chances for

advancement.
47. Supervisors will be friendly and

easy t. talk to. 59. To get A feoling of accomplish-
mient.

48. Supervisors will help people to
work together as a team. 60. To get recognition fur good work.

49. Shipmates will be friendly and 61. Supervisors will let me know how
easy to talk Lo. well I am doing.

50. Shipmatem will help each other to 62. To make work-celated decisions oak
give their best efforts. my own.

51. To have confidence and trust in 63. Supervisors will back up the people
my shipmates, who work for them.

57. To have a good and wrthwhile 64. To have someth) .g different to do
experience. every day.

53. To have good working conditions. 65. To enjoy the work itself.

54. To be created fairly. 66. To have a significant and importanit
job.

55. Regulations will be cleoa ly under-
atnod by people.
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SECTION THREE

The following 30 questions ask your opinions on policies, piactices, morale,
and fairneas at the Recruit Training Command (RTC). Use the following ScLli
to answer questions 67-96.

o 0 0 0C
Strongly Disagree Don't Agree Strongly
DIsagree Know Agree

During boot camp:

67. My company coander keeps me 82. The quality of work produced
informed about the things I by my company is usually high.
need to know,

83. Lines of authority and reaponsi-
68. My company commander does a good bility are usually made clear to

job of reviewing and following members of my company.
up on work done by my company.

84. There is an open and effective
69. The supervision I receive makes exchangs of information aud ideas

ma want to work extra hard, among members of my company.

70. My chances for advancement in the 85. Members of my company are generally
Navy are not very good. not treated fairly.

71. My company commander seriously 86. Good ideas from members of my
conaidsigs suggestions by recruits company are usually sent up to
and talks to us about our gripes, the proper level for action.

72. Most people in my company believe 87. Company Lomandars see that com-
they have a good future in the Navy. pany members get all the credit

we deserve Lor a good job.
73. Members of my company sake a

special effort to help each other 88. I almost always know what is ex-
to got the job done. pacted from me in my job assign-

ments.
74. From what I have seen, the RTC

Is not very well informed about how 89. My company qerfotr.. wall under
the rwruitp feel about conditions pressure.
in boot camp.

90. I am very frequently given infor-
75. When my performance is die- mation about my job performance.

cussed with me, I am usually told
of ways to improve my performance. 91. Yob asaignments are fairly made

in the RIC.

76. People in my company are strongly

encouraged to develop new ways of 92. My company commander usually does
doing thinga. a good job of organising and

scheduling jobs.
77. Changes are often made in m) job

procedures and I am usually not 93. My company quickly picks up
told why, new end better ways of daing things.

78. Military justice is administered 94. My company commander usually makes
fairly throughout the RTC. a real effort to look for a-'d "ward

79. My chances for advancement encour- new Ideas and suggestions.

age me to re-enlist in the Navy. 95. Morale in my company is usually high.

80. My company commander almost 96. Quite a bit of useful information
never seriously considers jo given to me about my jot perfor-
questions raised by recruit@. mance.

81. TIare is a high degree of job
cooperation among members of my
company.
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SLECLfIN 1FOUR

The following 9 questions deal with the way you feel about your high school
experiences. Use the following scale to answer queations 97-105.

0 0 © 0 0
Strongly Disagree Don't Agree Strongly
Disagree Know Agree

During High School:

97. Teachers thought I was ooe of I01. I liked work that required a lot
the hardest workers in my class, of responsibility.

98. When I worked, I maJe very high 102. 1 liked doing hard work.
demAnds on myself.

103. When doing something difficult,
99. I usually did much more than I I usually saw it through.

SOL out to do.
104. I could work at something fur a

100. The ecadumic standards 1 Ot. for long time without getting tired.
myself were pretty low.

105. I was very ambitious.

SECTION FIVE

The following 7 questions ask how you feel about dlffurent sociql situations.
Use the following scale to aiiswer questions 106-112.

Strongly Disagree Don' t Agree Strongly
Disagree Know Agree

106. You cannot be an effectlve .vlader 110. Most people don't realize how
without the right breaks. much accidental happenings

control their Lives.
107. Getting people to do the right

thing depends on ability; luck Ill. Many Limes I feel that 1 have
has little or nothing to do with little influence ovei the things
it. tLhat happ•n to in,.

108. Who gets to be bVsa often depeuds 112. If you are willing to work nard,
on who was lucky enough to be In you will always be successful.
the right place first.

109. Capable people who fall tL be-
cone leaders have not taken advan- I
tage of their opportunities.
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SECTION SIX

For each of the conditions below, choose the letter whicli comes closest to
describing your general living conditions in boot camp. Answer each quest'-n
by darkening the appropriate circle on your answer shcat.

A sample question is given below.

COLOR

Unpleasant Average Ilaesatle

a)b c d e

If, for example, you feel that the color is extremsely unpleasant, you
would darken the circle "A" on your answer sheet.

LIGHTING

113. Too dim Average Too bright

a b c d a

TWERATURE

114, Hot Average Cold

a b Q d e

VENTILA1ION

113. Poor Average Good

& c d c

CLEANLINESS

116. Dirty Average Clean

a b c d a

SIZE

117. Cramped Average Roomy

a b c d a

NUMBER OF PEOFLE

115. Crowded Average Uncrowded

a b c d

PRIVACY

119. None Averagse Plenty

a b c d a

SAFETY

120. Hazardous Average Safe

a b c d a
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APPEND IX C

EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE FORM
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EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE FORM

To bu _Ll hItedhbv Service Mlember only

PRIVACY ACT

Under the atlthtrLty of 5 USC" 010, gont'ira]I iforntilLon about yotu, your"
family, your home, and SOrer of the things you may have done before you
Joinod the Navy is rqtoLested in ordeir to htelp the Navy in its recruit-
ment of aailtors. The in form.a L0on provided by you will not become a
part of your official record. It will he ivaEd for resoarch purposes
only, (You are not required to provide lihAs information.) There will
be no adverse consequences should you elect not to provide the requested
information or any part of it.

You have requested to be discharged from the Navy. If your request to leave
the Navy was made within the first 181 days of active duty, remember that you
will not be able to receive Veteran's benefits az a civilian. If you do not
know about these benefits, you should ask at your personnel office.

In order to help in our efforts to provide a better life for Navy personnel.

please fill out the attached quec.Lionnaire,

SEAL THE COMPLETED EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE IN TH1E ATTACHED ENVELOPE. YOU MUST DELIVER
THIS SEALED ENVELOPE TO YOUR PERSONNEL OFFICE BEFORE YOUR DISCHARGE PAPERS WILL
BE ISSUED TO YOU. TIHANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION.

After you have completed the questionnaire, use the enclosed envelope to return
it to:

Cormanding Officer
Navy Personnel Research and Developrment Center
San Diego, CA 92152
Attn: Code 310AWL

1. Name
Last First Initial SSN

2. Rate

3. In the space provided below, please state, in your own words, the main
resuon for your decision to leave the Navy.

I1
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SECTION ONE

To fill out this section of the questionnaire, please choose the FIVE Aspects
of Navy life which MOST influenced your decision to leave thte Navy. Once you
have identified these five most important considerations, rank them in order
from most to least important. Thus, the most important reason will have a
1 in the space preceding it, the second most important reason will have a 2
in the space preceding it, and so on, through number S.

1. Your living conditions .... 13. The clearness of the fact
that the things you were

2. Getting feedback on how you learning would help you be
were doing a better sailor

3. The difficulty of training 14. The chances for future success,
in the Navy

4. Getting credit for doing
good work 15. The fairness with which military

justice was carried out

5. The interest your superiors
had in your morale 16. The fairness with which workL_ assignments were made

6. The friendliness and helpful-
ness of your superiors 17. The fairness with which di-.ci-

plinc was handed out

7. Counseling you received when
you had problems 18. The people you worked with

8. The training you got that 19. Your super iors
helped you to be a better
sailor 20. Navy life au a whole

9. The interest you had in your -- _21. Family or personal problems
duties back home

10. Your feeling of doing worth- 22. Lack of freedom and independence
while things

23. Did not get it Class "A" school
11. The sense the rules and

regulations made to you 24. Disliked my job in the Navy

12. The clearness of what was .... 25. Did not get any on-the-job
UCPCLtt J of you training

C-2
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SECTION TWO4.

While you have buen in the Navy, certain things happened or did not happen to
you. Describe your exporletes using each of the following statements. Please
answer quest i)nn. 26-10 by Utsilagý thi followiln ,•Cs1 C:

rl .1 yIAS trou ly I) t u•? "'c Do- * t --- I " - Ar1 1,on v
D)isagree Know Agrte,

A sample question is given below.

4 A. Did a great deal of work.

If, for example, you agree with this Statumunt, you would write the number
"4" in the space provided.

During my Navy experience:

26. I felt motivated to contribute 36. Navy regulations were clearly
my best efforts to the Navy understood by people

27. The Navy had a real interest 37. People were proud of the Navy
in the welfare and morale of
me and my shipmates 38. The Navy made use of my

individual talents
28. 1 had supervisors who were

friendly and easy to talk to 39. I had adequate chances for
advent ement

29. 1 had supervisors who helped
people to work together as 40. I got a feeling of accomplish-
a team munt

30. 1 had shipmates who were 41. I got recognition for good
friendly and easy to talk to work

31. 1 : d shipmates who helped 42. I made work-related decisions
each other to give their on my own
best efforts

43. I had supervisors who backed
32. I had confidence and trust ii up the people who worked for

my shipmates them

33. The Navy was a good and worth- 44. I had nomething different to
while experience do every day

34. I had good working conditions 45. I enjoyed the work itself

35. I was treated fairly 46. I had a significant and
important job

47. I had supeivisors who let
me know how well I was doing
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IF YOU HAVE NOT REACHED YGUR FIRST DUTh ASSIGNMENT, COMPLETE ONLY SECTIONS
ONE AND TWO OF THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. IF YOU HAVE REACHED YOUR FIRST DUTY
STATION AND HAVE DECIDED TO LEAVE THE NAVY, PLEASE COMPLETE SECTION THREE
THROUGH SECTION FIVE.

1. Ship __ __ ___ Home Port

2. Division Hoflw long have you been In your present &ivision? months

3, Number of men in your division

4. In the space provided, please describe the primary job duties you perform:

SECTION THRE'E

The following 45 questions ask your opinions on policies, practices, morale,
and fairness at your first duty station. Use tire following scale to answer
questions 48-92.

1 2 3 4 5

Strongly Disagree Don't Agree Strongly
Disagree Know Agrec

To help you answer some of the questions in this section, you should know what
w, mean by the following words:

a. IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR - refers to the leadit, .tty Officer to whom
you reported directly and who usually gave you your work assignments
and reviewed your work.

b. HIGHER LEVEL SUPERVISOR -- refers to the Division Officer above your
immediate supervisor

c. DEPARTMENT HEAD - refers to the officer who was the head of the
several divisions that made up your Department

d. THIS COMMAND *- refers to the ship or squadron to which were assigned.

During my first duty assignment:

48. Members of my Division were 54. The supervision I received

very willing to share Infor- made me want to work extra

mation to help get the work hard

done
"55. Compared to cIvilfan p.y for

"49. For the work assigned to me, jobs like mine, my pay-grade

my pay-grade was satisfactory was unsatisfactory

50. My Division handled difficult 56. My supervisor seriously con-

projects quite well sidered suggestions by sub-
ordinates and Lalked to us

51. My immediate supervisor kept about our gripes

me informed about the things
I needed to know 4-. My Division Officer kept our

Division well informed about
52. 1 got the training I needed what was going on

to do my jobs well

58. The chancei for advancement
53. My imwediate supcrvisaor did for people in my rating were

a good job of reviewing and good.

following op on work done by
e. ivi~ioo C-4
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59. Most people in my Division 76. Members of my Division were generally
believe they have a good not treated fairly
future in the Navy

77. Good ideas from memners of my Division

60. Memhbrs of my Division made a were generally sent up to the proper
special effort to help each level for action
other to got the work our

78. I)iscussions on new ideas and ways of

61. From what I have seen, the doiue things were (/i te often held
Commnid wo.l not verv w,1 1 ii- Inl my Division
formed about how subordinates
felt about conditions 79. Because of poor planning, instructions

were often changed after I started work
62. When my work performance was on an assignment

discussed with me, I wan usually
told of ways to improve my 80. lHgher level supervisors saw that
performance Division members got all the credit

they deserved for a good job

63. I was given the authoritv I
needed to do '~v work well 81. Rules and procedures I had to follow in

my Division helped me to do my work
64. People in my Division were faster

strongly encouraged to develop
new ways of doing things 82. Considering what it cost to live in

this area, my pay was adequate
65. ChangeA were often made in my

work procedures, and I was B3. I almost always knew what results were
usually not told why expected from me in my work assignments

66. My chances for advancement 84. My Division performed well under pressure
encouraged me to stay In the
Navy 85, 1 was very frequently given information

about my job performance
67. Higher level supervisors almost

never seriously considered 86. My immediate supervisor usually did a

questions raisad by subordinates good Job of organizing and scheduling
work

68. There was a high degree of
work cooperttion among members 87. My Division often qulcl:ly picked up
of my Division new and better ways of doing things

69. It was worthwhile to work hard 88. Given the opportunity to transfer to
to get an advancement in this another Division, many of the people in
Command my Division would have *tayed

70. Members of my Division had 89. The on-the-job training given to members
fairly complete freedom to of my Division was generally not very
plan and decide how they did good
their work

90. My immediate supervisor usually made
71. The quality of work produced a real effort to look for and reward

by my Division was usually new ideas and suggestions
high

91. Morale in my Division wa• usually
72. Linas of muLhority and high

responsibility were usually
made clear to members of 92. Quite a bit of useful information
my DAvi•ion was given to me about my job performance

73. Quite a bit of wasted effort
occurred in my Division
because of poor planning

74. There was an open and effective
exchange of information and
ideas among members of my
Division

75. My immediate supervisor knew
enough about the work of the
Division to solve problems
that came up

C-5
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SECTION FOUR

This part of the questionnaire asks you to describe the job you had on your
first duty station as objectively as you can. Please do not use this part of
the questionnaire to show how much you liked or disliked your Job. Questions
about that will come later. Instead, try to make your descriptions as accurate
and as objective as you possibly can.

A sample question is given below.

A. To what extent did your job require you to work with mechanical
equipment?

1 ------------ 2----------- 3----------- 4 ----------- 5----------- ---- 7

Very little; Moderately Very much; the
the job required job required
almo3t no contact almost constant
with mechanical work with mechani-
equipment of cal equipment
any kind

If, for example, your job required you to work with mechanical equipment a good deal
of the time--but also required some paperwork--you would circle the. number "6," as

was done in the example above.

93. To what extent did your job require you to work closely with other people?

1------------2 --------.... 3 -4 ..----------- 5-.---- --6----------- 7

Very little; Moderately; Very much; deal-
dealing with some dealing ing with other
other people with others people was an
wag not at all was necessary absolutely essen-
necessary in tial and crucial
doing the job part of doing the

job

94. How much freedom was there in your job? That is, to what extent did your job
permit you to decide on our. own how to go about doing the work?

----------- 2 ----------- 3 ------------ 4 ----------- 5 ------------ 6 ------------ 7

Very little; Moderate freedom; Very much; the job
the job gave many things were gave me almost com--
me almost no standardized and plete responsibility
personal "say" not under my con- for deciding how
about how and trol, but I could snd when the work
when the work make some decisions was done
was done about the work

95. To what extent did your job involve doing a 'whole" and identifiable piece of
work? That is, was the job a complete piece of work that had an obvious beginning
and end? Or was It only a small part of the overall piece of work, which was
finished by other people or by automatic machines?

1 ------------ ----------- 3 --- --- 4---------- 5 ------------ 6 ------------ 7

My job was only My job was a My job involved
a tiny part of moderate size doing the whole
the overall piece "chunk" of the piece of work, from
of work; the overall piece of start tu flnish; the
results of 'y work; my own con- results of my activi-
activities could tribution could ties were easily
nct be seen in be seen in the seen in the final
the final product final outcome product or service
or service

c-6
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96. How much vaneri tv_% was there in your- job? That iý, to what extent (lid the
job require you to do many dii l'rt'it thiuugi at work, u ing a variety of
your skills and talents?

1--.2 -- 2- 3 4 -5 ------. 6-- 7

Very little: Moderate Very much; the Job
the job required variety required me to do
me to do the many dl f v cent

-, I 'll ,11 I I le,' I lIII .:; ,l :. 1 1). .I ] ,Ill. h

Lhing~s uver and betr i ditoerent
over a. 'n skills and talents

97. In general. how sinificant_ or imp!or!tant was your job? That is, were the
results of your work likely to significantly affect the lives or well-being
of othex people?

1------------ 2 ---------- 3 ----------- 4 ----------- 5 ----------- 6 ----------- 7

Not very Moderately Highly significant;
significant; significant the outcomes of my
the outcomes work could affect
of my work were other people in very
not likely to important ways
have important
effects on
other people

98. To what extent did supervisors or shipmates let .,ou know how well you were

doing on your job?

I ----------- 2 ----------- 3 ----------- 4 ----------- 5-----------6----------7

Very little; Moderately; Very much; super--
people almost sometimes visors or shipmates
never let me people gave Irovided me with
know how well me "feedback;" almost constant
I was doing other times, "feedback" about

they didn't how well I was doing

99. To what extent did doing the Job itself provide you with information about
your work performance? That is, did the actual work itself provide clues
about how well you were doing--aside from any "feedback" shipmates or
supervisors may have provided?

----------- 2 ----------- 3 ------- 4--- -------5--------6--------- 7

Vary little; Moderately; Very much; the job
the job itself sometimes was set up so that
was set up so doing the job I got almost con-
I could work provided "feed- stant "feedback"
forever with- back" to me; as I worked about
out finding sometimes it how well I was
out how well didn't doing
I was doing
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Listed below are a number of statements which could be used to describe a
job. You are to indicate whether each statement was an accuiralt'e or an
inaccurate description ot your job. Once again, please try to be as objec-
tive as you can in deciding how accurately cach statement described your
Jeb, regardless of whether you liked or disliked your job.

Write a number in the blank beside each staotement, bosed on the following scale:

Ilow accurate is the statement ill de'.cr iU ioumr Job ?
1 2 3 4 5 7

Very Mostly Slightly Uncelt ain Sltihtly Mostly Very
Inaccurate Ina.ccurare Inaccurate Accurate Accurate Accurate

100. The job required me t.o use 107. This job was one where a
a number of complex or lot of other people could

high-level skills be affected by how well the
work got done

101. The job required a let of
cooperative work with oLhLr 108. 'fle job denied me any chance
people to use my personal initiative

or Judgement ill carrying out
102. The *Job was arra:aged .4o that tile work

I did not have dhe chance to
do ma endire piece of work 109 . Supervisors often let me know
Ireo beginning to end how well they thought I was

perfornming tihe Job
103. Just doing the work required

by the job provided many 110. The job provided m,! the chance
chance., for me to figure out to completely finish the pieces
how well I wa:i doing of work I did

104. Thle Job wab qoltv simple and 111, The Job itself provided very
repetitive few clues about whether or not

I was performing well
105. The job could have been done.

adequately by a person work- 112. TIhu. Job gave me conviderable
ing alone--without Lalking to opportunity for independence
or checking with other people and freedom in how I did the

work
106. The supervisor. and shipmates

on this Job almost never gave __ 13. The job itself was not very
me any "feedback" about how sigillficant or important In the
w-21 I was doing in my work broader scheme of things

Now, please indicate how feou__yir:mslly felt__bo yourJob. Each of the
statements below is something that a persun might say about his or her job.
You are to indicate your own, personal feelings about your job by marking
how much you agree with each of the statements.

Write a number in the blank for each statement, based on this scale:
.Iw,,uh du Yl Ju_lgree with this stat Avmtl'

1 2 31 5 6 7
Disagree Disagree Dlsagmee Neutral Agree Agree Agree
Strongly SI Ightly Sl ightly Strongly

--- 114. My opinion of myself we.nt 118. 1 felt bad when I perlormed

up when [ did th.i Job well poorl y on this Job

115. Generally speaki ig, I was
very saLt llied with this, job 119. T was generally satislied with

the kind uo work I did in this

116. I fJelt .a great eqlst-n,' t ob
Personal sal LsfacLoun whenl I
did this job well 120. My own ftellngs gtneial ly were

p lo affecLed much one way or the

11/. 1 frequiitly ihought of other by how well I did on thia
asking for a tranmsfer job_

C-8
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No w please indicate how satisfied you were with each aspect of your job
listed below. Once again, write the appropriate number in the blank beiide
each statement.

Write a number in the blank for each Stat tmmt t, based on this scale.

How sIt Is f l•d wvr, youi ýý thL , t Y_ W Jl?
2 4 5 7

I:xtrvi1. Iy 1)i- SI ij1,t ly N'.jtril tI agh) I y SI isfid IxtruLow.ly
dia- satisliud Dis- satisfied kiatLslied
satisfied satisfied

121. The amount of job security 128. The amount of support and
I had guidance I received from

my immediate superviuor

122. The amoutnt of pay and frinlge
benefits I received 129. The degree to which I was

fairly paid for what I con-
123. The amount of personal tributed to the Navy

growth and advancement I
got in doing my job 130. The amount of independant

thought and action 1 could
124. The people 1 calkhed tu and exercise in my job

worked with on my job
131. How secure things looked for

125. The degree of respect and me in the future in the Navy
fair treatment I received
from my immodiate Super- 132. The chance to help other
visor people while at work

126. The fooling of worthwhile 133. The amount of challenge in
accomplishment I got from my job
doing my Job

134. The overall quality of the
127. The chance to get to know supervision i received in my

other people while on the work
job

Listed below Are a number of Lharacteristice whiich could be present on Any job.
People differ about how much they would like to have each one present in their
own jobs. We are interested in learning how much hou personally would like to
have each one present in your job

Using the scale below, please indicate the daere to which you would like to
have each characteristic present in your lob,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Would like Would like Must have thin
having this having this
only a mode- very much
rate auount
(or less)

_135. High respect :ind fair treat- 141. High slalry And good fringe

ment from my wupervisor benefits

136. Stimulating and challenging 142. Opportunities to be creative
work and imaginative in my work

137. Chances to exercise indspen- 143. Quick promotions
dent thought and action in
my job 144. Opportunities for personal

growth and advancement in
138. Graat job security my job

139. Very friendly co-workers 145. A sense of worthwhile accom-
plishment in my work

140. Opportunities to learn new
things from my work
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SECTION FIVE

For each of the conditions below, choose the letter which comes closest tu describing
your general living conditiona at your first duty station. Answer each question by
circling the appropriate number.

A sawple question is given below.

A. COLOR

Unpleasant Average p? es;san

a b c d e

If, for example, you feel Chat the color was; unpli'asant, you would circle the
letter "a."

146. ODOR

Unpleasant Average l'leasant

a b e d e

147. NOISE

Disturbing Average Not disturbing

a b c d e

148, VENTII.ATTON

Poor Average Good

a b c d e

149. CLEANLINESS

Dirty Average Clean

a b c d e

150. SIZE

Cramped Averag,- Roomy

a b c d e

351. NUMHER OF PEOPLF

Crowded Av -rage Unc,owded

b db e

152. PRIVACY

None Ave rage Plenty

a bc d e

1 3. SAFETY

Hazardou, Averagt Safe

a b d d

154. LICIGTING

Too dim Ave rage Too bright

a b c d e

155. TEHM'ERA•TURE

Hot Averagp Cold
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FLEET QUESTIONNAIRE

Based on information from this questionnaire, Navy management will be advised of the favorable

and unfavorable aspects of Havy life. You have already provided information like this white you
were in boot camp. Now that you have been on active duty for come time, you can provide more
information. Your participation is important and is appreciated. Please return your completed
questionnaire within a week after you receive it.

PRIVACY ACT STATE.MET

Authority for solicitation of this information is 5 USC 301. Information obtained
will be used to evaluate the impact various Navy policies, regulations, and
procedur&s have on Navy personnel. Your opinions as expressed in this question-

naire will not be made a part of your permanent record, not be used for any admin.-
istrative actions concerning you. Participdtion is voluntary and no adverse
consequences will result from non-participation.

1. Use the blue "OH" answer sheer ror all your anovers.

a. All answers must be completely blackqned in vith a soft lead pencil. Do NOT use ink.

Example?
RIGHT WRONG

0 0 0 : X0
b. There must be no extra marka on the answer gheet. If ycu changc an answer, completely

erase your first mark.

c. USE ONLY THE SIDE OF THE ANSWER SHEET MARKED "BC."

2. Complete the following information:

a. LAST NAME: Print your last name In the boxes under "Last lama." Below each box,
blacken in the cirle that matches that letter of your name.

b. SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: Print your social security number in the boxes under "Social
Security No." Below each box blacken In the circle with the natching number.

c. MALE OR FEMALE! BlncI-en the circle next i th, appropriate sex.

d. BIRTHDATF: Blacken in the circles next to the month and under the year of your birth,

D-1
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4. SPECIAL CODES: Look at the box labelled "Special Codes," For each of the following
questionr, blacken in the circle in the appropriate letter column with the number in
it that matches your answer.

Column A - Which of the following best Column E Where ate you stationed?
drucribes your duty oration7 ounE-WeeaeYUSaind

0 - I iam on a ship (sub) that is

0 - Air Squadron deployed.
I - Amphibious Ship i - I %m on a ship (sub) that is
2 - Carrier saldom underway.
3 - Destroyer/Cruiser 2 - I am on a sh.ip (sub) that is
4 - Service Ship In the yards.
5 - U.S. Shore Installation 3 - I am in a statenide shore
6 - Overseas Shore Inatallation installation.7 - Submarine 4 - I &% in a shore baillet overseas.
8 - Tender

Column F - Choose the correct statemsiat.

Column B - Choose the correct statement.
0 - I am a petty officer.

0 - I have never attended 1 - I am a designated striker.
A-school. 2 - I am striking for a rating.1 - I dropped out of A-schoool. 3 - I am not striking for a rating.

2 - I am in A-school.
3 - I have graduated from

A-school.

Column C - What wirk do you do most? Column G - Are you in a special Navy program
-Work in a rating that will allow you to be discharged

voluntarily before thc end of your
1 - Mesa cooking first enlistment?
2 - Compartment cleaning
3 - Chipping paint & painting 0 - Yes4 - Uther 1 - No

Column • - Do you plan on completing Column l - How would you describe your Job
your first enlistment? performanLCe?

0 - Definitely. yes 0 - Excellent
I - Probably I - Good2 - I don't know 2 - Pair

3 - Maybe not 3 - Poor
4 - No

Columns I thru Q If you ante ttriking for a rating, or are rated, which rating is it?

" COLUMN I COLUMN J COLUMN K COLUMN L COLUMN H COLIUN N COLUMN P COLUMN

0 - AB 0 - AT 0 - CTA 0 - DT 0 - HM 0 - M 0 - PC 0 - ST
1 - AC I - AW I - CTI 1 - EA 1 - HT 1 - MN 1 - PH I - SW
2 - AD 2 - AX 2 - CIm 2 - EM 2 - IC 2 - MR 2 - PM 2 - TY
3 - AE 3 - AZ 3 - CTO 3 - LN 3 - III I - MS 3 = "N 3 - Ti
4 AG 4 - BM 4 - CTR 4 - EO o - IS 4 -MT 4 - PR 4 - UT
5 - AK 5 - PB 5 - CTT 5 - ET 5 - JU 5 - MU 5 - QM 5 - YN6 - AM 6 - BT 6 - DK 6 -"'W b - LI 6 - NC 6 - RM
7 - AO 7 - b0 7 - DH 7 - FT 7 - LN 7 - OH 7 - SH
8 - AQ 8 - CE 8 - DP 8 - GM 8 - MA 8 - OS 8 - SK
9 - AS 9 - CH 9 - DS 9 - GS 9- ML 9 - ot 9 - Sh
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The fo]lowing questions ask your opinions on policies, practices, morale, and fairness at your
current duty station. Use the following scale to answur questions 1-44. Blacker, in the circle
under the letter that bebt matches your answer.

A B C D

Strongly Don't Strongly
Disagree Disagree Know Agree Agree

A sample questiol, is giveih below.

A. I do a great deal of work.

If, for example, you AGREE with Chia statement, you would blacker. in the circle
{under D on the answer shoet.

begin with question 1 and USE THE "B" section of the answer sheet. Be sure the numbers on the
answer sheet match the question.

SECTION ONE

1. I receive good counseling when I have 15. Most people in my Division feel they have
problems. a good future in the Navy.

2. Discipline is handed out with fairness. 16. Members of my Division make a special
effort to help each other get the work

3. The people I work wilh are friendly and done.
easy to talk to. 17. My Cormand knows how we feel about

'V.. The Navy makes use of my individual general conditions.

talents. 18. People in my Division are strongly
encouraged to develop new ways of doing

5. I have adequate chances for advancement. things.

6. 1 get a feeling of accomplishment. 19. Changes are often made in my work

procedures and I am usually not told why,
7. I get credit for good i•ork.

20. There is a high degree of work cooperation
8. I enjoy most of the work I am assigned. in my Division.

9. I have a significant and important job. NOI'E: Go to the ttop of the next ooZuwnn on the
anawar aheet to anflwr the next question.

10. I have supervisors who let ma know how ,armber 2o. Be aL0 1/ou are on n:da B.
well I a. doing.

21. The quality of work produced by my
11. My immediata supervisor keeps me informed Division is usually high.

about things I need to know.
22. Nembers of my Division are generally

12. I have had or am getting the training to treated fairly.
do my jobs well.

23. Good ideas from members of my Division
13. My supervisor does a good job of reviewing are generally sent to the proper level

and following up on work done by my Division. for action.

14. My supervisor pays attention to our 24. The Command sees that people in my
suggest ions, Division get all the credit they deserve

for a good job.
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I A B C D E

Strongly Don't Strongly
Disagree Disagree Know Agree Agree

25. I almost always know what results aro 45. It is important to me to have the chance for
expected from my work assignments. personal growth and advancement in my job.

26. My immediate supervisor usually does a good 46. It is important to me to have a feeling of
job of organizing and scheduling work. worthwhile accomplishment itn my work.

27. My Division often quickly picks up new and 47. Problems at home are interfering with my
better ways of doing things. life as a sailor.

28. The on-the-job training given to members 48. My job itself gives me very few clues about
of my Division is generally very good. whether or not I am performing well.

29. My supervisor looks for and rewards new 49. 1 would like to get more skills training
ideas and suggestions. for a Navy rating.

30. Morale in my Division is usually high. 50. My recruiter promised me an "A" school.

31. In my job I must use a number of complex 51. I wanted to go to an "A" school when I
or high level skills, entered the Navy.

32. I am left on my own to do my work. 52. I like (or would like) being deployed.

33. Just by doing the work required by my 53. The striker board has been completely
job I can see how well I am doing. explained to me.

34. My job is quite simple and repetitive. 54. The quality of work performed by female
enlisted personnel is high,

35. Other people are affected cy how well

my job is done. 55. I would like to work with women in my rate.

36. My Job gives me the chance to use my 56. 1 am bothered by the opinion civilians have
personal judgment in carrying out thu work, of me as a military person.

37. My job gives me the chance to completely 57. My job iv' too physically demanding.
finish the pieces of work I do.

58. The men I work with are at least my sncial
38. I would like to get more high school or equals.

college education on a part-time basis.
59. I do not like the Navy's custom of avoiding

39. My job gives me the chance for indepen- social relationship between officers and
dance and freedom in how I do my work, enlisted.personnLl.

40. My job is significant or important in the 50. I am accepted by the men I work with.
broader scheme of things.

NOTE: Go to the top of the nemt cotunnz on the PLEASE TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE.
answer sheet to answr the Ptnext queotion)
number 41.

1-. The amount of pay I receive is
satisfactory.

42. The amount of fringe benefits I receive
is satisfactory.

43. My work is stimulating and challenging.

44. It is important to me to have the chance
to learn new things from my work.
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LOTE: 64)a o tLh on oftho "4jt eolulml to anow.?
the folih~ang ;u,-ationai. ft ie markrd ','ct ion C

1. As a person in the Navy, it ii hard for me to
meet civilians I woula like to date.

2. I feel like I am really a part of the Navy.

3. My supervisor makes me feel that I am as
important as the others in my Command.

4. I am given the same amount of responsibility
as others in my rate.

5. I belive that Navy personnel are as strict
with women as they are with men in matters
of discipline.

SECTION TWO

For each of the conditions below, choose the letter which comes closest to describing your
general living conditions at your present duty station. On the answer sheet answer each
question by blackening in the circle under the appropriate letter.

6, ODOR A B C D E
Unpleasant Average Pleasant

7. NOISE A B C D E
Disturbing Average Not Disturbing

8. VENTILATION A B C D E
Poor Average Good

9. CLEANLINESS A B C D E
Dirty Average Clean

10. SIZE A B C D E
Cramped Average Raomy

11. NUMBER OF PEOPLE A B C 0 E
Crowded Average Uncrowded

12. PRIVACY A H t E

Non, Average Plenty

After you have answered all the questions, refold the answer sheet and the questionnaire
ON THEIR ORIGINAT. CREPASES, placo i thi qnOloaad inowtopu and mail am soon as po3sible.
rn the event you have Zost the raturn envelope, pleasa mail the questionnaire and the
answer eheet to the foZlowing address:

Commanding Officer
(Attn: Code 311JD)
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center
San Diego, CA 92152

Thank you very much.
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REASONS GIVEN FOR SEPARATION DECISIONS

Family or Personal1 -- blems Back Home~

"Because of my girlfriend. She's pregnant right now and I feel that I
muist be with her for now,"

"I felt at the tivDe that my family needed me mare than the Navy."

V ~"Mainly family problems. My wife couldn't adjust to the fact of having to

mo~ve a-'I the time."

"My fath2r died and left me with a ranich to take care of."

.- ack of -reedom and In~dependence

"There's not e-iough freedom, aoid the Navy thinks they own you, and you are
like a robot doing what they say all the time."

"The fact that I feel I wasn't treated like a human being."

"I wanted ) have more control %.ver my life and make by own decisions."

"I cannot adjust to the military. I do riot think it is one certain thing,
jtthe military itself. I feel like a prisoner."

"I netod my freedom, it's more important than aa~ything you can offer."

Fairness (discipline,.military justice, work assignments)

"I always lu.red in fear of disciplinary action for the slightest mistake."

"It'si 11>>1m to prison for somcthing you didn't do. No one listens.
People 1,s 9- ay ask someaone elsc. Let's just say I'v decided to be
release,; t. am prisoi and become human again."

"Thýere's a lot: of inji~stice in my division, and there was noth.4 ng I could
do 3b*.,t it. My outspoken- ideas were not invited. I feel I could have
9r,/V-t:.n .i'inother command."

J--~e~c~nMismHi':chk--

"The JoL 3ot ir. ti., NI.'y, Machinist 'a Mat;ý, is not what I wanted."

"I vanted tc do w~ IdL and carpenitly, but the Y~avy gave me boiler Techni-

to, emiL Alito ý:he Navy thl,:6Jng I wt's going to be u Communications Technician.
A ~arid I wound up as a Sona., Technician, a rate in which I find littl~e personal

satisftcý:ion or rareer inC.grest."
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"I wanted to become a Dental Technician, but the day I went to classification
they said I was a Fireman Recruit, and gave me five choices I didn't want.
My recruiter wasn't very truthful."

"The main reason I'm leaving the Navy is that I was cheated out of the
Electronics Rating I was promised on my contract to join the Navy."

Dislike or Lack of Interest in Navy Jobs

"I'm not going to spend four years doing something I hate."

"Not getting the opportunity to use my skills as often as I thought was
necessary. No sign of learning about the electronics of the equipment.
This along with living conditions, attitudes of crew members, food, etc."

"The •ain reason I am leaving the Navy is that I am not doing what I want
to do. Also I Feel I am not doing my best due to the negative attitude
of the environment. The negative attitude of the average sailor is what
I am talking about."

"When I came into the Navy, I saw a chance of picking up a decent trade.
Chipping paint for four years? This field was nothing more than doing
various types of such jobs."

"The only tools I have had in my hands are sponges, paint brushes, and
scrapers. 1 guess it wouldn't be half as bad, if I was treated like a
person."

"The Navy pcople not caring how well the job was done, and not offering

a helping hand. Tired of being a janitor."

Living Conditions

"Didn't like the hour,, or conditions for working, and most of all the
rules and regulations."

"I can't stand being out at sea."

"It is mainly the fact that I didn't want overseas duty nor to be on a ship
away from home a great length of time."

"conditions of working were very nasty and carried communicable diseases.
lidn't jolt- the Navy to work around sewer waste."

"The working hours are too long, conditions are dangerous; the lack of medical
availability at sea."

"The iact that the submarine I was stationed aboard ws in the yards, has
been for three years, and morale of the crew is very low, which in turn
swayed my decision to leave; alno no feeling of accompliphhment."

E-2
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The Separation Option Itself

"I would have stayed in, except it was too easy to get out."

"I have been in for over six months, and will receive my VA benefits.
There is very little personal reason for me to stay in. I came in to
get the GI bill, and I will get it. I am going to college when I get
out .

"Upon being notified I wag under the pilot program to test vuluntary
separation, the desire to return to more peaceful surroundings, and start
over again became overwhelming."

"The opportunity was put in front of me, otherwise I would not have. I
feel this eligibility ruined my motivation."

"I have 185 days active service which gives me the VA benefits. That's
what I wanted and have, thus there was no need for receiving training."
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